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'Mayor Of Beale treet' and operator of a service sta.office: Hat H aytwheoodMTai,nowPnoesrt
tion on Linden Ave. A dough-
here about 16 years ago. Also
ter died in infancy. His wife,Didn't Reach A Century Mrs. Margaret Thornton, died
eile Died Monday At 90 
surviving are five grandchil-
dren and six great - great -
The Mayor of Beale Street,
Matthew Thornton, wanted to
live until he was 100-years-old.
He will never reach that goal.
He died quietly at 4 a.m. Mon-
day, in bed at his home, 1187
S. Wellington, at the age of
90.
During the latter of July
while talking by telephone to
a Tri State Defender reporter,
he began to doubt if he could
muster enough fortitude to
reach the 100 goal. He said: "I
don't know if I can make it
or not. I'm getting very weak.
I don't feel well at all."
'During the latter of July,
Mr. Thornton was carried to
Crump hospital for observa-
tion. After three days he was
returned home. Several days
later he became bedfast, He
remained there, becoming pro-
ticiessively Weaker until thed came.Before moving to the S. Welt-
ihgton St. address about five
Years ago, he lived in the 500 1
block on Vance Ave. Taking
care of him after he moved
to the present address was a
former daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Clara Thornton Parks, former
wife of Matthew Thornton, Jr.
Mrs. Parks asid "he has really
been a father to me."
Mr. Thornton who celebrat-
ed his 90th birthday anniver-
sary May 18th, was born in
West Point, Miss. He came to
Memphis 76 years ago. His
father, Louis Thronton was
"free born" in Halifax, Va.,
and his mother, Mrs. Mariah
Thornton, was born in Ken-
tucky. They met and married
in West Point. They were farm-
ers. Other than Matthew, a
daughter was born to the cou-
The "Mayor of Beale Street"
ail title Mr. Thornton was
Wawarded after winning a city-
wide popularity contest for
Negro male community work-
ers about 1946, is the father
of three sons: Powers W.
Thornton, employed by Uni-
versal Life Insurance compa-
ny; Matthew, Jr., employed as
assistant to the director of
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LOCAL NAACP CONTINUES PICKETING
AND A CHILD SHALL LEAD — SAYETH THE BIBLE
"And a child shall lead" says the Bible. evs Thronton III. The photo was made
This Is the case here. "The Mayor of during "Mayor" Thornton's 89th birthday
Beale Street" Matthew Thornton, Sr. anniversary. (Staff Photo.
blind, is being lead by his grandson, Math-
grandchildren.
Apply For
Federal
Jobs Now
Application for the 1964 Fed-
eral Service Entrance examina-
tion is now being accepted an-
nounces the U.S. Civil Service
Commission. The examination
is open to all college seniors
and graduates as well as per-
sons who have had equivalent
experience. Sixty occupational
fields will be open with posi-
tions located in various Fed-
eral agencies in Washington,
D. C. and throughout the Unit-
ed States.
Starting salaries will be
from $4,690 to $5,795 a year.
A written test is required
except for those persons who
have attained a sufficiently
high score on the Graduate
Record examination aptitude
test.
Applicants who file by Sept.
19 will be scheduled for the
first written test on Oct. 12.
Six additional tests have been
scheduled. Closing date is April
14, 1964.
Management intership.s with
starting salaries of $5,795 and
$7,030 a year will also be filled
from this examination. An ad-
ditional written test is requo
ed. Applicants for these posi-
tions must file by Jan. 16, 1964
Details concerning the re-
quirements and additional in-
formation about positions can
be obtained in Civil Service
Announcement No. 311, which,
can- be obtained from A. C.
Elam at Memphis Main Post
Office, Civil Service Office,
Room 37 or by writing to the
U.S. Civil Service Commission,
Washington, D. C. 20415.
Evers To
Receive
$12,000
After four-and -a-half years
of waiting. 0. Z. Evers was
vindicated last week when the
U.S. Court of Claims in Wash-
ington, D. C., ordered him re-
Before retiring more than 20 instated in his job in the Mem-
years ago, he had worked in Phis postal system, on condi-
the Special Delivery depart- tion that he then resign.
ment of the Post Office here. The ruling means that Evers
He had been blind about 14 will receive about $12,000, aft-
er deductions are made for his
earnings as a pest exterminat-
or druing that period, accord-
- 
ing to his attorney, I. H. Mur-
phy.
Evers lost his job as a pos-
tal clerk after announcing in
1959 that he would run for a
City Commission office in 1959.
He was found to be ineligible
to run a few days before the
deadline for filing.
The former postal clerk, who
is president of the Memphis
chapter of the Congress On
Racial Equality, said that the
ruling vindicated.
After Evers was found to
be ineligible to seek an elec-
tive office in Memphis, an
investigation of his case was
made by Postal Inspectors R.
A. Garrison and I. D. Parks,
and they preferred charges
against him on Sept. 1, 1959.
The Post Office dismissed
him from his job on Nov. 27,
1959. An appeal was made to post office, the Evers have
the U.S. Civil Service Corn- added a fifth child to their
mission's regional office in At- family.
lanta. It ruled that the Post A native of Arkansas, he
Office was not only justified served in the Navy during
in firing Evers for his political World War n, and was wound-
activity, and added that his ed while serving in the South
refusal to answer questions put Pacific. He was on the police
to him by Garrison and Parks
except on the advice and pres-
ence of his lawyers constituted
grounds for dismissal.
Before carrying the case to
the U.S. Court of Claims in
Washington, Evers' attorneys,
R. B. Sugarman, Jr., and Mur-
phy, appealed to the U.S. Civil
Service Board inI‘
Mrs. Evers told the Tri State
Defender that the news was
quite welcome in their house-
hold when they learned of
the decision several weeks ago,
because she was about to go
be employed in the Special in the hospital for an opera-
Delivery department of the tion.
local Post Office. Since he was fired from the
years, however, very active in
community affairs until just
before his death.
Thornton Was Strong Advocate
Of Good Race Relations Locally
Memphis was a city of great Mo. and obtained a job as a
vice when Matthew Thornton railroad car checker. He also
followed some of his friends
here from his native West
Point, Miss., in 1887 at the
age of 14. His first job was
obtained with a private family
on Shelby St., then a fash-
ionable section of the city.
Mr. Thornton worked there
MA TTHEW THORNTON
about a year before he be-
came disturbed. The son of his
employer "came home very
upset and with stained cloth-
ing immediately after two Ne-
groes were lynched. Evidence
indicated that he had partic-
ipated in the lynching. I left
because I could work there no
longer," explained the "Mayor
of Beale Street."
After working at two other
places, he went to St. Louis,
worked there at a barber shop.
He returned to Memphis and
married his sweetheart, Miss
Margaret Powers. She was em-
ployed by the Neeley family.
Later he and his wife were
employed by the Snoweden
family. He was houseman and
carriage chauffer.
During the gay '90s, Mr.
Thornton opened a saloon at
the corner of Court and
Charles Sts. Later he became
cashier and an apprentice at
Haygood Gordon barbershop.
Mr. Thornton soon learned the
art of barbering and went into
business for himself on Poplar
and catered to the "elite of
both races."
Other business ventures for
"The Mayor of Beale Street"
included several pool rooms,
a feed store, market-wagon,
lumber and coal peddling.
Among his most cherished
moments where those when-
ever he would relate how he
engaged the late W. C. Handy
to come to Memphis. He said
"I brought Handy here after
the local Knights of Phythian's
band was looking for a music
teacher." They became very
good friends.
Mr. Thornton became the
first Negro detective in Mem-
phis as well as the first to
FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL
First day of school can present a lot of problems. Parents
and teachers are not the only ones who face a lot of
problems. Pupils, old and new come in for their share of
problems also. Here is a case In point: Above, six-year
old Roselind Withers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Withers, Sr., of 480 W. Brooks Rd., was gleefully antici-
pating her first day at school, however, she was creating
problems for two older brothers, Jerome, nine, and Daryl,
11. because she was not ready and they wanted to dash
off without her. However, parental force slowed them
down long enough for them to accompany Roselind to
school. That afternoon Roselind completed her class room
routine earlier than they. She became tired of waiting for
them and decided to accompany a next-door neighbor
home. Her two brothers arrived home later with tears
In their eyes to regretfully report that they could not find
Roselind at school — and came home without her.
West Memphians Petition
For Integrated Schools
A petition calling for the de-
segregation of the public
schools of the Hulbert-West
Memphis School district was
sent to school officials there
last week by more than 40
parents.
The petition calling for "af-
firmative action" was sent to
0. M. Shultz, superintendent of
schools; Harold Weaver, pres-
ident of the school board, and
L. H. Polk, county supervisor.
The petition said: "As in-
terested citizens and patrons of
the Hulbert-West Memphis
School District, we are vitally
interested in seeing that our
children receive an integrated
education and at the same
time, we are equally interested
in seeing that the administra-
tive personnel in the Hulbert-
West Memphis School District
force in Chicago before com-
ing to Memphis.
He was the chief figure in
a Federal Court case which re-
sulted in the desegregation of
buses in Memphis.
WASHIINTON — (UPI) —
Roy Wilkins explained the pre-
mature start of the civil rights
march this war
"They're individualists and
they were ready to march and
they marched."
Wilkins and other Negro
leaders. who were to lead the
throng to the Lincoln Memori-
al, didn't arrive until after sev-
eral thousand had poured into
the circle.
are selected and placed with-
out regard to race and color."
The petitioners have offered
to meet with the school board
and help make plans to re-
organize the schools "in ac-
cordance with the Supreme law
of the land."
B. J. Yarbrough, president
of the West Memphis branch
of the NAACP, is chairman of
the group sponsoring the move.
LaRose 600 Picket
Integrates Board Of
Classes Education
LaRose Elementary school
was quietly integrated last
week when two white first
graders entered the previously
all-Negro school on Crump
Blvd.
John L. Brinkley said that
the children, a brother and
sister, were brought to the
school by their father and he
was permitted to register them
Just like any other parent.
"He did not ask for a trans-
fer," Brinkley said, "so it did
not become a matter for the
Board of Education. They live
in this school district."
An official at the Board of
Education said the fact that
white students had entered La-
Rose did not come to the
Board's attention until the at-
tendance cards were turned in
last week.
While Brinkley would not
give the name of the children,
he did explain that the chil-
dren were in different home-
rooms. Their father comes by
: and carries them home each
!afternoon, he said.
LaRose is the only school in
its integration category at
present.
Builder In
Step With
Zoning
When members of the Nor-
risview Civic club was inform-
ed recently that a real estate
broker was planning to build
a double tenant house in the
area at 1547 Gausco, they be-
came so disturbed that two of
he officers went to the Plan-
ning Commission to protest.
But they discovered, to their
consternation, that the area
is zoned R-3 for multiple units,
and that the builder has a
legal right to construct it.
"We are going to try to get
the area rezoned." Alonzo
Johnson, president of the Civic
club told the Tri-State De-
fender, "because the commu-
nity has $13,000 and $14,000
homes in it."
Johnson said the Planning
Commission records revealed
that the entire area lying
between Elliston and Alcy and
from Bellevue to Airways is
zoned for multiple units. This
includes Holiday Heights and breath and Mrs. Coe.
the new Orchid Homes area. Willis and Turner conduct-
Charles Champion, publicity ed the meeting and recognized
director of the club, accom- those persons who were to
panied Johnson to the Plan- direct questions to the school
ning Commission. officials.
'NO COKES'
`Child-Swapping -A New Approach :questions: "Why were we notlibrarian, asked the first
George Grant, Owen college
More than 600 students and
parents answered the NAA-
CP's call for a demonstration
at the City Board of Educa-
tion last Monday protesting
the extended day classes at
five Negro high schools.
Shouting "1-2-3-4, double
shifts must go!" and "5-6-7-8,
To Integration Problems Being
Tested In Rochester Suburb
New York, Child-swapping,
a new people-to-people ap-
proach to the integration prob-
lem is being tested in Roches-
ter, N. Y., the Insider's News-
letter reports.
The program, called "Accent
on Understanding," aims to
bridge the gulf between Ro-
chester's Negro and white com-
munities by introducing su-
burban children to Negro play-
mates and arranging ways for
white parents to visit Negro
homes. It hopes to spur inter-
racial friendships without any
"charity" or "fresh air fund"
overtones.
Jan Horn, directing the pro-
gram for the Rochester-Mon-
roe County Youth Board,
screened volunteer families
reached through newspaper
ads, requiring that each have
a child between nine and 12
years old.
All families in the first ex-
periments owned their own
homes, were "essentially" mid-
dle class in manners and values
and could communicate as so-
cial, if not economic, equals.
Parents made their own ar-
rangements but the usual
"child-swap" covered t w o
weeks, one week hosted by the
Negro family, the other by the
white family.
"We put emphasis on the
children," Horn told the News-
letter, "but youngsters aren't
really color conscious. The
real value is for adults."
Among the program's bene-
fits listed by Horn were:
1) Suburban residents were
surprised at how well Negro
children fit into neighborhood
groups — making it easier for
a Negro to buy a home in
their area.
2) The home swap is a per-
sonal contribution made by
persons interested in racial
problems who are not "picket-
ing types."
3) Families involved keep
their new friendships, plan
other events together.
4) From the community
viewpoint, the program is in-
expensive to administer and
virtually runs itself.
JESSE H. TURYER
we want to integrate!" the
youngsters and adults formed
a I ing around the building
and later entered to fill the
halls, upstairs and down-
cliituaCci)rttiL 
.
the demonstration were
is
hand to personally con-
Jesse H. Turner, president of
the local NAACP branch;
Atty. A. W. Willis, and Rev.
'James Lawson, pastor of the
Centenary Methodist church,
and chairman of the NAACP's
Strategy Commission.
KEPT ORDER
Some 25 policemen under
the supervision of Capt. S. C.
Evans patrolled the corridors
and School Board premises,
but NAACP marshals kept
order and only one officer
was heard to tell a student to
keep in line while they were
filing through the building.
Six of the policemen assigned
to the building were Negroes.
The 'demonstrators demand-
ed a meeting with the School
'Board, and a short while later
W. D. Galbreath, the presi-
dent, and Mrs. Lawrence Coe
land Edward Bailey arrived
for a meeting.
Since a meeting WBS already
being held in the auditorium,
board officials met with par-
ents and students at the en-
trance to the building. Ques-
tions were answered by Gal-
I allowed to use the auditori-1
titn and why were we not al-
lowed to use the Coke ma-
chines?
He was told that another
Igroup had scheduled a meet-
ing for the auditorium, and
that the machines were turn-
ed off for "security reasons."
Atty. Willis explained to a
person who inquired further
that "they are afraid we
might start throwing bottles."
At one point, the demon-
strators became disturbed
over Galbreath's pronunciation
of the word "Negro" as "Nig-
ro.' He told a parent that he
was not aware of having mis-
pronounced the word.
BOARD'S PLAN
Aeked why the Board did
nor foresee the day coming
when present classrooms
would not be sufficient to Ac-
commodate the present school
enrollment, Galbreath said
the Board had anticipated it,
and the extended day was the
answer.
When Mrs. S. B. Kyles, wife
of the Educational Chairman
of the NAACP, accused Gal-
breath of not being concerned
with all of the children of
See PICKETS, Page 2
2The 9th annual reunion of the McNeal, Warren, Williams,
Beck, Reed, Mitchel, Catlin. Roberts and Cobb families
was celebrated recently at the home of Mr, and Mm.
Archie McNeal, Sr.. 297 Joubert St. Among those above
are: Mrs. DaneIle Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Luther Mitchell,
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Williams, Rev. and Mrs. W. D. Wil-
DEFENDER
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1963
THE 9th ANNUAL REUNION
Rams, all of Kansas City, Mo.; Mrs. Tante Hart, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam McNeal, Mr. and Mrs. Jim McNeal and Jerdine
Warren, all of St. Louis, Mo.: Mrs. Amanda Beck, Mr. and
Mrs. Wyatt Williams and Mrs. DaneII Clark, all of Mem-
phis; Mrs. Emitterline Reed of Meriden, Miss.; Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Cobb of Springfield, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Carter Scherlott of Charlestown, W. Va. Seaman Vinson
Catlin of San Diego, Cal.; and Airman Warren Fitzgerald
of Little Rock, Ark. Elected president of the reunion was
Sam McNeal, vice president; Jim McNeal, secretary;
Mrs. Hattie Catlin and treasurer. Mrs. Tallie Hart. The
next reunion is set for August 1984 in Meridian, Miss.
STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M. TO 10:00 P.M. MON.-SAT.
SAVE MORE & MORE!
BIG "D" BONUS BUYS
DISCOUN
FOOD STORES
SUMMER at NATIONAL
McLEMORE at NEPTUNE
NATIONAL at JACKSON
GETWELL at BARRON
NORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR.
We reserve the right to limit Prices good through
We redeem all manufacturer's coupons
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
 
COOPER at CENTRAL
CHELSEA at THOMAS
MACON at WELLS STA.
QUINCE at SEA ISLE
Sept. 17, 1963
STARLING HICKORY SMOKED
HAMS PortionShank lb. 33
RIB STEAKS Big '‘D" Select
STANDING
RIB ROAST 
WHOLE or FULL SHANK HALF
STARLING HAMS 
DAVIS
PORK SAUSAGE
PLUMP 'n JUICY
AWHOLE MF.RES65' FRYERS. .
TOP TREAT
ICE CREAM
FUSER'S or MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE Re"'"
lb:• 
 69c,,„,DETERGENT
 
 LYc' TIDE or FAB
REALEMON
LEMONADE
1 2 Gal.
C
Con 114
17 c FRESH
4/ GROUND BEEF rt, ARMOUR COLUMBIA
 
 47` SLICED BACON
GRAPES Thompson'sSeedless
YELLOW CORN
CALIFORNIA SWEET JUICY
NECTARINES 
LOCAL GROWN RED
DELICIOUS APPLES. . . .4 Lphog 59'
BIG "0" FRESH
EGGS 
 
med.
doz.
LL 19c
• •
Fresh
•
'n tender ear
JUMBO SIZE CALIFORNIA
CANTALOUPES. . 
 
HOME GROWN
BABY OKRA * • 
large
doz.
TBuerkey
I .
MEAT PIES CheekenI p• • • • • . 
AUNT JEMIMA it, BAKERITE
PANCAKE MIX 
 '''.•:': 3r SHORTENING 
 
POLY-UNSATURATED 
.
28.0.. 
3U 
wic KLEENEX I4c Off Beall
WESSON OIL 
 
B,'. 
. TOWELS 
DOMINO PURE CANE
SUGAR bag 
to
Lb.
39c
44c
4
29'
15'
ORANGE PEKOE
LIPTON TEA
V4-04. 724
Pkg.
Pkg. 374
4
TOP TREAT (Assorted Flavorsl
BEVERAGES
No
D4p.
120,. 414
Bile.
LIBBY'S
VIENNA 
 SAUSAGE 
BUSH'S
NORTHERN
 BEANS
BUSH'S -
WHITE HOMINY
COn
15.0z.
Con
Con
194
94
AT MOST STORES
BUSCH
 BEER 
MAYFIELD
CREAM CORN
12 0.. $1
Can. 2.4
16-0s.
Con
HUNT'S
CATSUP
WELCH'S
GRAPE JELLY
STOKLEY S8.-e
g
z
pk. 117S APPLESAUCE
Aft, TOP 
TASTE3 47' MARGARINE
WHITE BREAD  All Brands
 
 
DOMINO 17cPOWDERED SUGAR . . .  
KRAFTKELLOGG'S 17c
CORN-FLAKES pkg CREAM CHEESE
HUNT'S HALVES or SLICED CLING
PEACHES.. 28-ex.can
CORN MEAL Ml.itr Self- 5 Lb.Rising Beg.
A.Y•l!ow Quart•rs
j— b° 18'Ro . BIRDSEYE Fresh Frozen 2c OFF DEALTURNIP GREENS
1 KRAFT
VELVEETA CHEESE4
14-04. 134
Loaf
• S • •
DIXIE BELLE 
1 Lb
CRACKERS Box 20'30. 13'pk,
KRAFT American or Pimento
SLICED CHEESE
KELLOGG'S
RICE KRISPIES
GERBER'S Junior
BABY FOOD 
 
2c OFF DEAL
AJAX CLEANSER
MORTON Frozen
FRUIT PIES
RED ROSE
NORTHERN BEANS
SWANS DOWN
CAKE MIXES
Apple
Peoeh
Cb•tfy
Coconut
Wkit•
°loco' or.
14-04.
10.0..
Jot
Con
1-Lb.
Pkg.
10-0,
Pkg.
2-Lb.
Pkg.
8-0,
Pkg.
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Jot
14.0s.
Col
22-04.
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I Lb.
Pb'.
19-01.
Pkg.
 114 
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324 
18' 
144
134 
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All Quiet As Negrd;
Enrolls At Clemson
CLEMSON, S. C. — (UPI) — Lucinda Brawleyll'became the second of her race to enter formerly all-
white Clemson college in a surprise registration momby school officials.
Miss 13rawley, 17, signed up for freshman classes-along with an estimated 300
white youths who were the
vanguard of a 1,400-member
student body.
A Clemson spokesman said
the registration was conducted
early to avoid congestion
when all were originally
scheduled to register.
The school was first deseg-
regated last Jan. 28, when
Harvey Gantt of Charleston
signed up for classes while a
battery of newsmen and
photographers stood by. His
act at Om tim• extended to
all 50 states some type of in.
tisgmraists Bion.
rawley, of Hopkins,
S.C., plans to major in ap-
plied math. She was assigned
to a room in the recently
completed women's residence
hall and will eat in the stu-dent dining room.
Miss Brawley told Clemson
President Dr. Robert C. Ed-
wards "My purpose in com-ing to Clemson is to get the
best education available to
me. I am not interested iw
publicity and desire that robc
college career not be disturbea
ed or distracted." Sc.
Edwards assured her the
"Clemson college will continiN
to pursue its stated policy of
protecting its educational prig,'
gram and its students from
distractions that might ritlo
rupt the program or the s 
dents' pursuit of it."
Gantt's admission and suKs
•quant class attendant*,
caused barely a ripple.
went to clauses regularly a
then signed up for Sumas r
school in hit drive to win 2
degree in architecture.
Gantt is scheduled to regis-
ter Wednesday.
Miss Brawley, who was
raised on a cotton and soy-
bean farm about 15 miles
south of Columbia, was saluta-
torian at Hopkins Negro High
school with excellent grades
in mathematics
Union Protective lnsura nce Co.
To Observe 30th Anniversary
The 30th anniversary of Un-
ion Protective Life Insurance
Company, will be observed dur-
Pickets
(Continued From Page 1)
Memphis, Mrs. Coe answered
that it was an unfair state-
ment, and added. "There is
a need for more facts."
Other questioners asked
about the Supreme Court's de-
cision on prayers, unqualified
Negro principals and teachers,
and air conditioning at a
white school.
After demonstrators left the
Board of Education building,
about 150 got in cars and
went to Hamilton, Carver,
Manassas and Douglass and
staged demonstrations there.
Students from all schools
were in the picket line, but
the majority of them came
from Melrose High school,
which is within good walking
distance of the Board of Ed-
ucation.
A meeting to decide on
Monday night at Mt. Olive
further tactics was slated for
CME Cathedral.
ing a special sermon at Ave.
Chanel AME church, 882 E.
Trigg Ave., Sunday, Sept. 15
at 11 a.m. Delivering the ser-
mon will be the church's pas-
tor, Rev. Peter T. Crawford.
Also expected to speak
briefly is Lewis H. Twigg,
president of the insurance
company which was "born on
a song and a prayer.',
Al/ local company officiats
are expected to attend as well
as other employees. Among
officials who are expected to
participate in the observance
are: T. H. Hayes, Jr., secretary:
Harold J. Whalum, vice presi-
dent—actuary; Onzie 0. Horne,
treaseurer; Dr. W. 0. Speight,
Jr., medical director; 0. T.
Turner, agency director; Dr.
W. 0. Speight, Sr., vice presi-
dent. A. M. Woods, vice pres-
ident and Dr. C. M. Roulhac,
asssistant medical dii:ector.
HARLEM'S NNW NOM
Ve:e74,teda
1230, Strew end Somme* Ave.
Mon tO •r• Moor. • 
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Grade Cars
From
A & W Motor Company
2854 Park Avenue
Phone 458-8322
1960 Ply. Sharp Cony. Fury, P.B., P.S.,
2 Dr. Autom. Trans. 
 $ 995
1957 Ford, 2 Dr. Autom. Trans. 
 $ 395
1958 Choy. 4 Dr., F. P., & Air Cond. .. . $ 750
1959 Galaxie Ford, 2 Dr. Sirs. S.,
& Air Cond. 
 
$ 595
1958 Pont. 2 Dr., F. P., & Air Cond. 
 $ 695
LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!
PARK AVENUE BARGAINS IN
TENNESSEE
A HONEY
1963 Studebaker Autom. Trans. Sharp .. S 995
1959 Mercury, 4 Dr. Sir. Shift 
 
S 495
1959 Chev. Wagon, Power Storn. 
 
$ 795
1960 T. Bird, F. P., Air, Like New 
 $1795
1954 Olds., 4 Dr., Full Power 
 
$ 300
1958 Ford, 4 Dr. THIS FIT the DOCKET
Automatic Trans. 
 $ 550
1953 Rambler 2 Dr. Runs Like New 
 
 $ ISO
WE HAVE YOUR DEAL
Open 8:00 a.m. Til 10:00 p.m.
kw DAISY Starts SAT. Sept. 14! 110One Big Week!
KLIISE411 MERRY ANDERS • OSCAR BERRI
— PLUS —
AMATEUR WEDNESDAY 8:30 P. M
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SAMSON AND DELILAH
IN REVERSE is this case. The
wife had long, beautiful hair
which she adored and groom-
ed constantly. The husband
became jealous of the hair,
because he said she thought
more of her hair than she did
of him. As the wife lay sleep-
iiag her husband cut-off her
wily-tail. He now has no hair
Leh be cut but his own—She
loft him.
A PETITION is being cir-
culated to have Euless T.
illent recirculated in his jobsupervisor of Negro rec-
reation for the City Park
Commission.
AT LaROSE ELEMENTA-
RY SCHOOL four white stu-
dents have enrolled because
of a very natural reason. It is
the closest school to their
home.
TWO YOUNG MOTHERS,
who recently gave birth to
babies, are in need of baby
clothing for their infants. I
This would be a good time for
some mothers to dig deep into
their closets and bring out
some of the packed-away,
baby clothing and contribute
it to the unfortunate moth-
Don It Sleep Through The
Negro Revolt: Dr. King
STAMFORD. Conn. — UPI — The Rev. Martin
Luther King, Jr., called on the image of Rip Van Winkle
during a jazz benefit for three civil rights groups at the
,sProwling borne of former baseball great Jackie Robinson.
"When Rip went to sleep, there was a picture of
—King George on the wall of the inn. When he awoke, he
found a picture of George Washington," King said.
"During the interim, A revolution took place which
old Rip missed. This is what the Negro community is
doing now. We are in the midst of a revolution."
He told his audience of 1300 persons, who paid an
admission price of 1110 each:
L.O.M.A. GRADUATES
L.O.M.A. graduates are honored by Union Protective Life
Insurance Company at a luncheon at the Holiday Inn on
Union Ave. They are: seated, Mesdames Rosa L. Means,
Dessie M. Lee. Juawiee ('. Sesley, and Cal-Dell M. Sledge.
Standing, left-right, Onzie 0. Horne, Harold .1 Whalum,
T. 11. Ila)cs and 1,ewis H. TwIgg. (Photo by Ernest C.
Withers,
Memphians Back From Church Meet In Detroit
Thirteen Memphians have
returned home after having
attended the 47th annual as-
sembly of the National Chris-
tian Missionary Convention at
the United Christian church1111111111111111/1181101111110111111111111111181101111111111111111111111111101111111/11111111111111111191111111111111111111 in Detroit.
All were members of the
Walker Memorial Christian or
the Mississippi blvd. Christian
churches.
They included Elder G. A.
Evans, pastor of the Walker
IMemorial Christian church;
Mr. and Mrs. Jeroy Carroll
and their children. Misses
Veatrice and Joyce Carroll,
and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Snyder and their children,
Jerome and Michael Snyder.
Also Elder Blair T. Hunt,
NEW TODAY!
PERFECT BREAD WRAP!
No Other. Bread Has This
*WONDER Exclusive.!
•
THERE'S NO MESSY BAND INSIDE TO
CATCH FINGERS AND SLICES!
And Only WONDER Brings You
"E-Z open,
1E-2 close"
END
SEALNO FUSS-NO MESS!
Now...FAMOUS
WONDER BREAD
...FIRST in quality for 40 years! Memphis
folks have enjoyed the famous goodness of
Wonder Bread for 40 years. Better tast-
ing—better toasting—fresh when you get
it—keeps fresh longer.
Get FAMOUS WONDER BREAD in the
first and only perfect wrap at your nearest
food store now.
01063, CONTINENTAL &APING COMPANY, Incorporated
KEEPS FRESH LONGER!
WONDER
ENRICHED BREAD
pastor of Mississippi blvd.
Christian church; Charles
Johnson, Mrs. Angie Mitchell
and Mrs. Katie Yarborough.
"Measured By Christ" was
the theme of the meeting.
Outstaneing Musicians
To Perform At Centenary
The first in a series of six
musical programs at Centen-
ary Methodist church, 878
Mississippi Blvd., has been set
for Sunday, Sept. 15, at 7:30
p.m.
The programs in sacred
music are being sponsored by
the church's chancel choir
and will feature sonic of the
city's most outstanding church
Adult Fellowship.
The program will be open
to the public. Admission free.
Rev, James M. Lawson, Jr.,
(s the pastor
-
Prize Winners
At Festival
musicians said Noah W. Bond, Three persons were luckyprogram coordinator and min- during the annual Saint An-ister of music for Cenenary. thony Festival, held on the
He the 
andlduedsic:al"Tst.i,erieosbliesctit‘oT jou! 1,chueryclvii'sep tehreottiin:serizreescelvntilpy..
Win-spire sic tahse w 
well as 
acicit hu a i:uhtu 
the 
h nine a color television, firste I prize.
was E. H. Payne. 802
city with some of the city's lAyers St. Second place, $100outstanding vocalists and in- Savingsbond, went to Rev, A.
strTiihmeensteaplits. 5ts1.' L. Farrell, 207 S. Fourth St.,program will and third place went to James
! 
feature Mrs. Roberta Peter- I Williams, 6 S. Colorado St.,Ison, an organist; Harry Win-H a $50 Savings bond.
field, who will accompany: Directors of the festival weregyaoucalists selection;al id FprearufikirnLi
railt."11 aorrt-, sEomn riBeet n nliy"Kki ngS: bewritl 0Hwoebt;an organist, and Miss Alteena ,and Dr. M. E. Porter. FatherFoster, a pianist. James W. Murphy is pastorVocal selections will be by of chinch.
Miss Barbara Whitley, Miss
Annie Bell Price, Mrs. Laura
Green and the church's choir.
Poetical renditions will be
'ad by Larry Turner.
A coffee hour is being plan-
ned by the church's Young
To Regort
ews In
To Work Toward w. •
n-CountiesMasters Degree
At Michigan
RUTHERFORD, Tenn. —
John A. Jones, son of Mrs.
, icy Dee, has been selected as
a news reporter in the area of,
Weakley, Gibson and Obion
Herman A. Gilliam, Jr. 20, i eounties. He is a junior at
a June graduate of Yale uni- Rosenwald high school in
versity, left this week for the Trent".
Active in community work,University of Michigan in He is a member of Beach GroveAnn Arbor, to work toward 'I Baptist church, vice president
:a masters degree in business i of the junior usher hoard
there, and the Community Ju-: administration and actuarial  club.
;science.
Mrs. H. 
tAhe. Gilliam,Tanhde: Cold
Facts
senior Gilliam is a vice pres-
ident of Universal Life In-
surance company.
Young Gilliam, who did
his college preparatory work
at Westminister School in
Simsbury, Conn., received a
Buick from his parents as a
college graduation gift.
The Riverside Club
THE RIVERSIDE CIVIC CLUR
will meet at White Stone Rapt.
Church 187 So. Parkway at
18 P.M. Mon. night, Sept. Hi,
1963. The Ores. is asking all(
, members to he present. Busi-
ness of importance.
Business 9Linager
Mrs. Clostine Williams
Price Of A President
National level committees
working for candidates of all
parties, reported disbursing
more than $25 billion in the
1960 presidential election cam-
paign, according to the World
Almanac.
Frozen dairy dessert sales
have risen more rapidly than
those of any dairy product
since World War II, reports
R. W. Barlett, University of
Illinois dairy marketing
economist.
In 1961, frozen dairy dessert
sales per person climbed 151
per cent above the average
sales from 1929-40, he said.
In the same period, cheese
sales rose 67 per cent per
person, and fluid milk 4 per
cent. Fluid cream sales drop-
ped 13 per cent, evaporated
milk 22 per cent, and butter
57 per cent
THE COLLECTOR'S DEN
Memphis 1st Gun and Coin Shop
903 South Cooper St.
Z76-7571
We buy: Guns - all types, old, new any
condition, also parts. U. S. and Foreign
Coins; Gold Coins; Swords; War Relics.
Expert Gunsmithing - Re-building and Nickling
See Us Before Buying - Trading - Selling
AUTOMATIC4
IRAN - "\\T SMISSIONS\
MV© 6a. vOCL.
NO MONEY DOWN, UP 10 24 MONTHS TO PAY
BUICKS CHEVROLET
1948 thru 1954 .. $99.50 1950 thru 1957 .$99.50
CHRYSLER-DESOTO-DODGE-PLYMOUTH
1953 thru 1956 $99.50
FORD HUDSON
1951 thru 1956 . $99.50 1950 thru 1956 Hyd $99.50
LINCOLN MERCURY
1950 thru 1954 Hyd.$99.50 1951 thru 1956 . $99.50
NASH NASH RAMBLER
1953 thru 1957 $99.50 1953 thru 1957 .. .$99.50
OLDSMOBILE PONTIAC
1949 thru 1954 . . $99.50 1950 thru 1955 599.50
HELPS BUILD STRONG 1953 thru 1955 STUDEBAKER $99.50
BODIES 112 WAYS KIM AUTO SERVICE 1099 MONROE AVE.,!, CALL 274-5970 
President
Mr. Mil Streeter
1 irst Vice President
Mr. Henry Anderson
Second Vice President
Mr. Al Jackson
Third Vice President
Mrs. Judnia Mae Clay
Fourth Vice President
Mrs. Mary 1, Robinson
Seeond Asst. Vire President
Mrs. Sellearia Jackson
Asst. Vier Pres.
Mrs. Betty Crawford
Mr. Jessie Ivry
Secretary
Mrs. Georgia Walker
Aast. Secretary
Mrs. Lillie Newman
Recorillog Secretary
Mrs. Thelma Slaw
Financial Secretary
Mrs. Frankie Johnson
Treasurer
Mrs. Annie Gaskin
North Memphis
Precinct Director
Mrs. Irene Ivry
Mrs. Mary Newman
South Memphis
Precinct Director
M..IIL. liar
-ran
Mrs. Pattline Mims
Sat.-at -Arms
Mrs, F. I. Washington
Iltenorter
Mrs. Velma Hal
Chaplain
Rev. J. W. Randolph
Reporter
Mrs. Velma Hal
Buy Your
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars
From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE
HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS
THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871
NEED
CASH!
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
Yher• Is a r•ason why p•ople
Ilk• to do bu•Iness with us. You,
too, will liks, our courteous treat-
in•nt and desire to h•lo you.
"Oprrn Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 7,00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 t. 700
OIXIE FINANCE CO.
Home Owned - HOMO Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"W• MU. to •oy y•• to your
loan roquis•t"
Examined and Supervised by
it,. Stat• D•portment of
1,,,,anc• and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
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of elders is at an all time low
ebb. The perSons who strives
to be somebody and stand for
something is an all time low.
This not entirely true but is
true hi far too many instances.
A few weeks ago I went to
visit a young man of my con-
gregation who had recently
suffered an accident. The con.
versation with him went from
one degree of maturity to an,
other. As I sat there listening,
to his positive approach to life
I imagine I felt as those doc-
tors and lawyers long ago wh,,
sat and listened to Jesus as a
lad of twelve. The tragic thing
about this expression is that
far too few of our young peo-
ple today and particularly our
men, have matured to the
point where the spiritual and
moral occupy such a prominent
place in their lives.
NO TROUBLE
°filmes what we do and say
are not indicative of how
smart we are, but rather how
immature we are. When Ahab
spoke to Elijah, he gave his-
torical evidence that he had
not matured to the place of
being king. Elijah was not the
"troubler of Israel," He was a
man who was dedicated to
expounding the truth. He ex-
pounded the truth to the point
that he became unpopular and
most unpopular in the sight of
Ahab.
Ahab failed to see Elijah in
his proper perspective. We live
in a day when people constant-
ly see things out of their real
Perspective. There would never
be the racial difficulties we
have today if each of us could
see each other in the proper
perspective.
There would never be the
intellectual status of today if
each of us were concerned
about the welfare of each
other. There would never be
the social or economic condi-
tions of today if we could see
both of these forces working
for the good of man and the
glorification of God. But some-
where down the line we are
missing the boat. We are fail-
Keel Avenue Baptist church, ing to see life and all it has
778 N. Bellevue Blvd., is to to offer in terms of its correct
observe annual "Women's perspective.
"When Ahab saw Elijah. Ahab
said to him, "Is it you, you
troubler of Tarsal?' and he an-
swered, 'I have not troubled
Israel; but you have, and your
father's house because you
have forsaken the command-
ments of the Lord and follow-
ed Baal's"-1 Kings 18: 1Y-18.
SOMEONE TO GLAME
One of the most startling
things about the world is the
great parallelism in human
behavior throughout the exis-
tence of mankind. Man has
been constantly disobeying the
will of God and attempting to
put the blame on someone else.
Ahab was disturbed within.
He knew within himself that
what he and his cohorts were
doing did not meet the approv-
al of God. The long sleepless'
nights, the dreary days, and
the great anxiety that daily
haunted him brought about a
great distaste for. the man of
God, Elijah.
When Ahab would find no
other person to whom he could
point with a finger of accusa-
tion — he labelled, Elijah —
the troubler of Israel. I won-
der if Ahab does not represent
the preacher and, righteous
man of our day and time.
NO RESPECT TODAY
The distaste that Ahab had
for Elijah is very much akain
to the distaste many people
have for the preacher and men
of righteousness today. We live
in a day when people want to
tell the pastor how to pastor
and what to say; we live in a
day when children want to
tell parents how to chastise
them, and we live in a day
when respect and appreciation
Keel Ave. Church
Sets Sunday For
Women's Day'
Day" Sunday, Sept. 15. The
theme is "Christian Women
Challenged to Wider Service."
The featured speaker at 11
a'in' will be Mrs' Eunice developed a great dislike for
Bruce, a member of the Elijah. Whenever Elijah came
church. At 3 p.m. the main into the presence of Ahab
Manassas. Melrose's Wed- something caused him to bris-
tle with anger. This is true in
many places today.
The real troubler of our well-
Music will be supplied by being and thinking today is
Progressive Women a n.d not an outside person but ra-
Bloomfield Gospel choruses.
fh h h ther what happens on 
the in- i
Women 
a tea leading up to this cele- .side. Only to the extent that
bration. The chairman was we are able to live at peace
Mrs. Mable J. Bennett. within will we ever be able
Woman's Day chairman is Ito recognize things as they
Mrs. Georgia Green. Vice should be. This is true in the
chairman is Mrs. Willie Ross.
Mrs. Lossie Wooten is pro- case of Ahab and we who
gram chairman. Rev. Perdy stand in the shoes of Ahab
Moody is the pastor, will find the same difficulty.
speaker will be Mrs. Ophelia
Flowers, member of New
Friendship Baptist church.
Phone 278-0580
Memphis. Tenn.
HEAVENLY OUTLOOK
Elijah's outlook on life was
far removed from Ahab's.
It was at this point that Ahab
ajri2NOE°U.41g
INCORPORATED
Call Us For Quick Confidential
Servico For All Of Your Money
Problems
17 So Cleveland
Between
Madison & Union
LOOKING FOR A
BETTER JOB
A LIFETIME OF
IN
Boys—Girls-18 to 50—Men—Women
Grammar School Sufficient for Man! Jobs
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Prepare Nov for
CIVIL SERVICE POSITIONS
In Your Area
THOUSANDS of C1TY—STATE-5'EDERAL JOBS OPFN
Start As Nigh As $4,490.00 First Year
'Automatic Pay Raises
•Paid Sick Leave
• • Paid Vacations
°All Holidays with Pray
'No Strikes
No layoffs
'Meet New Friends
*Liberal Pensions
Keep Your Present Job While 'Training
If you are a U. S. Citizen—Interested in your tioure. Receive
full Information on How to Get a OfilreTtlTherit Job-List at
Civil Servieo Positrons and Salaries, for which we can train
you. Mail Coupon below to:
KEY TRAINING SERVICE 2277 talon Ave.
.lernphis, Tens.
Nntee  
--Ae Sex
Street or Route Home Phone
City 
---._ Cowl _ state
Present Occupation Time usually at home 
---..
GOSPEL MUSIC LEADER FETED
Brother Henry Edwards, second from left,
state-wide leader in the field of gospel
music, was presented an anniversary
cake in appreciation for 20 years of serv-
ice during the annual Metropolitan Nash-
ville Gospel Symposium recently. Seen
from left are Mrs. Novella Bass, Brother
Edwards, Mrs. Anna Wallace and Bishop
L. Johnson. Fifty gospel groups and artists
were present to perform in honor of
Brother Edwards, radio, concert and re-
cording artist.
Baha'is To Dedicate Center
During Program This Sunday
The Memphis Baha'i Corn- was to commemorate the in-
munity will take the occas- troduction of the Baha'i Faith
ion of World Peace Day, to the United States on Sept.
Sept. 15, to dedicate their new 18, 1893, and to emphasize the
Center, located at 36 N. Cleve- spiritual destiny of America
land, with a special program in the establishment of uni-
at 3 P.M., to which the public versal peace.
is cordially invited. The Baha'i Religion was
Theme of the Sunday pro- founded in Iran over 100 years
gram will be "America's Role ago and proclaims the one-
in World Peace." Chairman ness of all great world re-
for the program is Miss Louise hgions. According to its
Jackson, who will introduce
Mr. Cary Anderson who will
speak on the above theme,
and Miss Joan Swann, guest
speaker from England, will
give observations on her
world travels.
World Peace Day was first
observed in 1960. Its purpose Annual Women's Day will
 be observed at New Hope
Baptist church on Sunday,
'Bishop Will Honor Sept. 15, and the speaker for
the morning service will be
Leslie Uggams In Mrs. Naomi Holliday, a mem-
ber of the church.
Speaking at the 3 p. m.
meeting will be Mrs. Mary
Lee Johnson, a member of the
Mt. Gilliam Baptist church.
Music for the program will
be rendered by the women's
chorus of New Hope, and the
public in invited.
Mrs. L. V. Coffy is chair-
man of Women's Day activi-
ties, and Mrs. Kate Dowdy
co-chairman.
Rev. C. B Burgs is pastor
of the church.
Dallas On Sept. 18
Leslie Uggams, a soloist on
the television program, "Sing
Along With Mitch," will be
honored at Bishop college in
Dallas, Texas, when she visits
the campus on Sept. 18.
Dr. Milton K. Curry,
Jr., president of the college,
will present her a service pin
and plaque. The Mitch Miller
group will be performing in
the city's Memorial auditorium
on that date.
Dr. Curry says Miss Uggams
is being honored because she
ideally symbolizes the entire
basic purpose of education.
She is currently a student at
the world-renowned Julliard
School of Music, where she is
studying voice, composing, con-
ducting, arranging and danc-
ing.
Miss Uggams began her
climb to stardom after win-
ning $25,000 on a television
program called "Name That
Tune."
Women Of New
Hope Plan For
Sept. 15
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
"WHERE 1,01KS Mr POI,
GET POIIIIHNIIAL
SERVICE '
SAVE 80* sunder price ethome deliveredmilk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
3 Ts'‘-'5 CART HOME SAVINGS!
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
'TOUR Cierapany Makes What You Ask For And
Creator Whet You Think Of"
GORY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
teachings, all the major proph-
ets are accepted as equally
inspired, and the need for uni-
ty of all mankind and the ab-
solute equality for all people
is stressed. The Baha'i Faith
is recognized by the United
Nations as an international
non - governmental organiza-
tion.
Bishop Walls Honored
Al Centennial Affair
Of Methodist Zions
NEW YORK, N. Y. — The point of the five-day Sept.
presiding senior bishop of the
First Episcopal District of the
African Methodist Episcopal
Zion church, William J. Walls
is expected to be honored by
church officials during a
banquet at Roosevelt Hotel,
Friday night, Sept. 13.
The dinner will climax
"Freedom Week" of the
church's Centennial celebra-
tion, wich was also held in
conjunction with the centen-
nial observance of the Eman-
cipation Proclamation. Focal
Ward Chapel AME
To Give Fall Tea
Ward Chapel AME church
at 1125 S. Parkway east will
present its annual Fall Tea
on Sunday, Sept. 15, between
4 and 7 p. m. and the public
is invited.
The Tea is a prelude to the
annual Woman's Day obser-
vance, which will be held on
Sunday. Sept. 29. It will
include an interesting pro-
gram.
Mrs. Pearl Campbell is
chairman of th Tea, and Rev.
R. L. McRae pastor of the
church.
7 to 10th affair will center
around the mother church at
140 West 137th St., the city's
oldest Negro Protestant (
church which was founded
1796.
Bishop Walls will be cited!
for his "constant fightl
throughout the country
through national and interna-
tional religious bodies for the
freedom and dignity of his
people," for more than 40
years in the episcopacy of
his church.
Principal address is expect-
ed to be delivered by Dr.
Eugene Carson Blake, of the
United Presbyterian Church,
USA, and the World Council
of churches. Among other
prominent persons to appear on
the program will be Cardinal
Francis Spellman, Mrs. Robert
L. Vann, president of the
Pittsburgh Courier; Bishop
Henry C. Bunton of the Chris-
tian Methodist Church, former-
ly a pastor of Mt. Olive CME
church in Memphis, Tenn.; Dr.
R. H. Espey of the National
Council of Churches; Senior
Bishop Sherman A. Hilliard
of the AME church; James
Hicks editor of the New York
Amsterdam News; and Lerone
Bennett, Jr., of Ebony mag-
azine.
GUEST SPEAKER
Mrs. Maxine Arnold. a public
school teacher in the Memphis
School system, will be the Neste
speaker when Women's Day is
Observed on Sunday, Sept. 15,
at New Salem Baptist church
at 855 S. Fourth at 3 p.m. Key.
Willie G. Williams IS pastor of
the church.
UNIFORMS
tabor Gard, Darooramar
Mother of Chun*.
Ntorses,Alealonary,
Prayer Rand
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
Poplin, Sixes 5 to 52
long, Short and sa, Si.,,,.
SAMS Fat 1151111115
AND ORGAIIITATIOILT
Lowest Prices Available
WRITE FOR FIFE CATALOG 07
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701HS1.,11.E. O5 Whitehall It., S.V4
WashEeptea Atlanta], Georgia
•
LOOK THROUGH
your Brand-New
QUALITY STAMPS
GIFT BOOK
for
QUALITY GIFTS!
Welcome to the
Wonderful World of Gifts
in Quality Stamps
colorful 90 page
catalog!
MORE FIRMS GIVE
and
MORE FAMILIES SAYE
QUALITY STAMPS
SAVE 40c
per carton
On HYDE PARK
CIGARETTES
Plain, Menthol or filter Tip
•
•
4
ea
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MICHAEL'S BIRTHDAY PARTY
Twenty of his young friends came by on Sept. 1 to help
MicJiael A. Ford celebrate his eleventh birthday, and
brought him a few gifts for the occasion. On front row.
from left, are Kathy Jones, Lorain Hood. Michael, the
honoree; Lynn Hood, Lillie P. Harris, Paula Thompson,
Carol Ford and Clezel Brittenum. Standing, same order,
•
are Chants Brittenum, Natalie Jones, Delores Hawkins,
Cheryl Brittenum, Alan Kirkwood, Cleotris Brittenum,
Jr.. Hety.y C. Ford. Jr., Con Coodloe, Larry Scruggs,
Bernard Scruggs, Nail an Jones, Darryl Alexander and
Q. Alexander. Michael Is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
C. Ford, Sr.. of 1093 L. McLemore.—tMeChriston Photo)
T.V.
CALLS
$1.50
ALL WORK
GUARANTEED
$ave-$ave-Save
 immoimmisinsir 
PICTURE TUBE SALE
17'-$22.50 21'426.50
FREE INSTALLATION
I YEAR WRITTEN GUARANTEE
40011110•01111111111M1111111MMis 400111111.1. 
Servicing Memphis & Suburbs
OPEN 8 A.M. • 9 P.M.
T.V.
CALLS
$1.50
ALL WORK
GUARANTEED
DISCOUNT T.V. servicing Co.
PHONE 527-6133 863 JACKSON AVENUE PHONE 527-.6133
Viceroy's
got
I I I.
'II,
SmOke all 7 filter brands and you'll agree:
some taste too strong ... others taste too
light. But Viceroy—with the Deep-Weave
Filter—tastes the way you'd like a filter
cigarette to taste. That's right!
not too strong...not too light...
'Vic (Toy's got-the
taste that's right!
,711981. VV.PlamsonTi..baccu Capvirloo,
Gold Watch Presented To Veteran Employe
rail!iffkl.".1\1
.41,f
0-
L. T. GUINN. SR.
Women's Day Is
Celebrated At
First Baptist
First Baptist church, 2849
Broad Ave., has made plans
to celebrate Women's Day,
Sunday, Sept. 15.
Guest speaker at a 3 p.m.
program will he Mrs. Dovie R.
Burnley, principal of Dunn
Avenue school. She is the wife
of Rev. Arthur Burnley,
founder of the Majorie Street
Baptist church.
She attended Memphis pub-
lic schools before receiving a
bachelors degree at LeMoyne
college. Her masters degree
was earned at Tuskegee in
Alabama She is a member of
Coleman Chapel CME church.
Other guests on the pro-
gram will include Mrs. Erie
H. Rose, a city school teacher
who will be mistress of cere-
mony.
Lucious T. Guinn. Sr., 01 is supporting a wife and eight Each year he saves his three-3031 Calvert at., was presented
a gold watch recently when
fellow empioyees of Dixie Na-
tional Stockyards. Inc., honor-
ed him for 30 years of faithful
service to the firm.
Making the presentation to
him was Dr. LeRoy Abraham,
vice president and general
manager of the company.
During the somewhat in-
formal service, Dr. Abraham
pointed out that Guinn came
to company as a seven-dollar-
a-week waterboy in 1933, and
was so loyal that when busi-
ness declined he took a two
dollar cut and stayed on.
Since then his responsibili-
ties and his salary has in-
creased to the extent that he
has bought his own home and
Centenary Church' 
To Discontinue
Men's Day
The annual celebration,
"Men's Day" at Centenary
Methodist church. 878 Missis-
sippi blvd., which has been
celebrated since It was found-
ed nearly a century ago, will
be discontinued, according to
a report of the church's of-
ficial board. Instead, an an-
nual week-long observation
called "Centenary Day," will
be celebrated.
It is scheduled to be held
Nov. 3-10. Emphasises will be
placed upon the church's 98th-
year history.
The pastor of the church,
Rev. James M. Lawson, Jr.,
said: "many of us feel that
this week could become one
of the most significant ex-
periences in the life of the
church."
Chairman and co-chairman Highway Accidentsof the celebration are Mrs.
'B. Darnell and Mrs. A. Cal- Costly
houn. Rev. H. C. Cherry is the
pastor. The cost of highway acci-
dents in the United States is
about eight billion dollars a
year, reports Engineering
News-Record. Continuation of
present trends in vehicle own-
ership and use could increase
this 
1975.
c7o5st to $12 billion a year
Annual Men's Day
Held At Greenwood
Annual Men's Day was
observed at the Greenwood
CME church on last Sunday,
and the morning sermon was
delivered by Rev. T. L. Tol-
bert, general secretary of
Evangelism for the CME
church.
The sermon at the special
3:30 p. m, meeting was de-
livered by Rev. Charles Reed,
pastor of Bethel Methodist
church and district superin-
tendent of the Methodist
church from 1959-1962.
A practicing attorney before
entering the ministry, he has
taught English at Douglass
high school for the past seven
years.
:hildren, all of whom are in weeks vacation until the
school church opens its revival, and
SONS IN COLLEGE Abell works diligently for its
Two sons, Lucious Gainn,1"4 68'
Jr., and Nathaniel Guinn, are
college students. Lucious is a 
`Women's Day's Alphysical science major at Owen
college, while Nathaniel is New Salem Churchmajoring in mathematics at
Memphis State university. ! Set For Sunday
During his spare time, Guinn
and his sons restore yards and
gardens, and with his "green
thumb" they have converted
some of the dullest possible
yards into the prize-winning
category.
When Women's Day at
Greater New Salem Baptist
church, 1189 Mississippi Blvd.,
is held Sept. 15, Mrs. Velma
Kimball of Sardis, Miss., will
be the principal speaker at a
Guinn is a devout member 3 p.m. program.
of the Triumph Holiness The church's pastor, Rev.
church, to which he has be- G. B. Brown, will deliver the
longed for 31 years and pres- sermon at 11 a.m. Chairman
ently serves as business man- of the celebration is Mrs.
Wyrine Foster.
A -1
USED CARS
FROM
HULL DOBBS
'59 FORD GAL. $995
4 Dr. R&H Air Cond.
'61 IMAPLA $1895
2 Dr. H.T. R&H,
V8 Auto.
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61 FORD S1695
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'58 CHEV CONY.
$1095
R&H Auto. Solid Rik.
'57 MERCURY 1395
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4 Dr. V8, R&H. Auto. 4 Dr. Sod. RIM Auto.
'61 T BIRD $2695 '57 DODGE __ $495
R&H AIR 4 Or. V8, R.N. Auto.
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Racial Quotas
President Kennedy is wary of the
quota system. Assigning jobs on the
basis of color, creed or nationality
could, he warned, get us into "a good
deal of trouble." We are not sure that
there is much justification for his
concern. We quite understand,
though, the philosophical basis for
his apprehension.
In the best of all possible worlds,
there would of course be no need for
quotas. Employment would be based
entirely on merit and not on the color
of applicant's skin. But in our imper-
fect world we sometimes are obliged
to resort to imperfect solutions.
The pressure these days for a racial
ratio is intended to right the conspicu-
ous imbalance that exists for Negroes
in the area of job distribution. Such
an advocacy is believed by some to be
risky. The argument is that the quota
system may ultimately work against
the very group it is designed to bene-
fit.
Mr. Kennedy contends that ratio
based on race has a divisive effect
upon a society intent upon providing
equal opportunity for all. Sensitive
The Peace Corps
When the Peace Corps was being
set up most of the discussion was
about the contribution it would or
would not make to the countries in
which it worked. Much less was heard
about the contribution which its
members could make to American
life when they returned, although
this had been very much in the minds
of its originators.
In the past few weeks the first
batch of "veterans," as they are in-
evitably called, have been returning
home. To the surprise of those who
used to scoff at them as wooly mind-
ed "do-gooders" and "draft-dodgers,"
or who feared that they would be
branded as such by employers, they
are finding the labor market clamor-
ing for their services.
Big corporations are impressed not
only by their experience of foreign
countries but, as one tycoon put it,
by their "ability to take on tough
Jobs under extremely difficult con-
ditions."
Government agencies also want
them. So do Universities, trade
unions, and, of course, voluntary or-
ganizations. This must be satisfying
to those who had hoped that one of
the most useful by-products of the
Corps would be the knowledge and
experience which it brought home.
If the early signs are confirmed, it
is now well placed to supply the
to the injustice done Negroes. the
President calls on those who control
America's economic destiny "to make
sure we're giving everyone a fair
chance."
He favors job expansion and edu-
cation as means by which the great
gap in job opportunities might be
narrowed. That's all right, but in the
meanwhile the unemployed trained
Negro worker might starve to death.
For expansion and education are, at
best, a slow process.
Our reason for supporting the quo-
ta system has been based on the as-
sumption that a reasonable mathe-
matical ratio for employment might
induce less resistance by white em-
ployers than a flat demand for pri-
ority on available jobs.
Our position is tenable in the light
of our past experience and crushing
difficulty in penetrating through the
fog of race prejudice. However, we
would be the last to insist on racial
quotas if the doors of job opportuni-
ties for Negroes are opened wide and
long enough to advance the economic
well-being of all of us.
United States with a steady stream
of people possessing a much more
intimate knowledge of life in less de-
veloped countries than has been gen-
erally available in the past.
False romanticism has been es-
chewed, and the original aims have
been held tc with vigor. Only about
10 percent of the applicants are ad-
mitted, and of these nearly a quarter
fall out during training.
Volunteers live roughly at the level
of those they have been trying to
help, and have frequently achieved
a remarkable degree of personal con-
tact with them. Many of their stories
could have come straight from the
Ugly American, in which the hero
revolutionizes the irrigation methods
of Asian peasants by showing them
how to make a primitive pump.
There have been mistakes, failures
and six deaths but the figures keen
rising. There are now nearly 5,000
volunteers working abroad, and by
January there will be 9,000 in 47
countries.
Only one surprise, which is not
really so surprising, remains. Many
of the returning "veterans" are spurn-
ing the offers of big business in favor
of teaching, study, or government
service.
It will be interesting to see whether
it becomes a habit of these new am-
bassadors to reject the conventional
rewards of their own country.
The People Speak
"Poor Whites And
Negro" 3rd Party?
Dear Editor:
I would think that the color-
ed citizens of the U.S. could
gain great political power if
poor white people were invited
on the bandwagon.
A third party might even be
formed with a picked slate of
candidates.
Not only are Negroes dis-
criminated against but so are
poor white people, some of
whom never, never see a liv-
ing during their lived beyond
an alley and a garbage can.
However, in our fair land,
a man's vote is worth a lot
to a political party. Also, the
power of a political party can
be worth a lot, especially if
it were a minority which could
swing power.
I think you should consider
the "marriage" of poor white
people with the colored being
discriminated against and
consider being discriminated
against and consider forming
a third party.
Those in the administration
in Washington seem reluctant
to enact any legislation which
helps the poor classes of the
U.S. to any great extent. Unit-
ed, all their votes are very
valuable and you should con-
sider the tact.
If a Negro politician will
give me a more prosperous
living than a white politician,
I will vote for the Negro, and
so will most white voters.
A word to the wise is suf-
ficient. Why be forced to cater
to those in office who are un-
favorable to you' Get up a
third party and elect those
who are favorable.
H. L. Jamison
Wants More News
Dear Editor:
I enjoyed the article on the
Century of Negro Progress Ex-
position in the past week-end
edition of the Defender; how-
ever, I. and many others were
greatly disappointed that the
Exposition did not receive
much more coverage from your
paper. In view of its impor-
tance — and excellence — I
expected it to receive prom-
inent and lengthy attention.
Your paper, with its vast
circulation and influence, can
do much to encourage support
and attendance of the Exposi-
tion which is educational and
inspiring.
If adequately supported. it
can do much to improve and
rectify the "image" of the Ne-
gro, as well as stimulate among
our people a balanced sense of
racial pride and dignity.
Thank you for giving this
letter your consideration.
Cordially yours,
(Mrs) Mary Forte Grady
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Chi-
Cage Daily Defender was the
only newspaper to print the
intim scheduis of the Negro
Exposition before it opened.
We have given considerable
front-page space through head-
lines and stories to this his-
torica) avant.
Hail Bullock Column
of fresh air, pungency, a de-
lightful prose style and a pen-
etrating analysis to bear upon
the problems of the day.
The Defender is really liv-
ing up to its name and its il-
lustrious history,
Charles R. Webb
Calling Sonny Liston:
Dear Editor:
Seldom do I write "letters
to the editor," hut today I felt
it unfair if I did not congratu-
late you for giving me, and
others, so much pleasure, in-
sight and inspiration through
the well-written column of
Gerald Bullock.
Mr. Bullock brings a breath
You Have Challenger
Dear Defender:
Just a comment added to
Mr. Edward Lewis.
More power to the Rev. 3.
II. Jackson. I am remember-
ing Tentville, Tenn. I also be-
long to a larger church than
his.
I asked my church to form
a citizens committee of peo-
ple like lawyers. doctors and
ministers to build one store
and one factory for the South
and name it Brotherhood
store and factory.
DID NOT get an amen on
it. We still have no jobs. So,
I invited Jackie Robinson to
speak at my church. He did.
H. mad• • lemma bens in
June, but not at my church.
So much power to Rev. Jack
ion.
About Sonny Liston. The
whites saw another Mr. Joe
Louis in Mr. Liston. They
can't see a Negro making big
money an they started to ban
professional boxtng.
Mrs. A. Westbrook
Chicago
JACKIE ROBINSON
Proud Of Marvello us March
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28, is cer-
tainly a day which will go down in his-
tory and which, for this writer, will re-
main a splendid memory.
I have never been so proud to be a
Negro.
I have never been so proud to be an
American. For the marvellous multi-
tude which poured into Washington was
as American as a ham sandwich. It was
salt and pepper.
One had to be deeply moved as he
stood, watching Negroes and whites,
marching hand in hand, singing songs
for freedom.
NOBLE NATIONAL LEADERS
I HAVE never beri so proud of our
noble national leaders as I was on Free-
dom Day in Washington.
I could have become discouraged,
listening to three Southern Senators
who were interviewed on television and
who gave their distorted reactions to
the March. I could have been discour-
aged, realizing that the stupidity they
displayed could come from the lips of
men in such high places.
Nothing could enhance the cause
of the Negro more, I believe, than to
have Dr. Martin Luther King, stand-
ing, erect and proud, making his classic
and statesmanlike speech in which he
says: "I have a dream. I have a dream,
deeply rooted in the American dream.
I have a dream that, one day, right
down in Mississippi, little black girls
and boys will walk together with little
white girls and boys, as sisters and
brothers. I have a dream that one day
my four children will be judged not
by the color of their skin but by the
content of their character. I have a
dream."
NOTHING COULD enhance our
cause more than to have this moving
picture of a dedicated and eloquent
ALFRED DUCKETT
man and to hear his words and then
to see and hear the decadent, ignorant
philosophy of Thurmond of South Car-
olina, Stennis of Mississippi and Long
of Louisiana.
LIPS OF A SENATOR
IT SEEMS unbelievable that, from
the lips of a Senator should come the
observation that Negroes have MOREin this nation than anywhere else be-
cause they own television sets and auto-
mobiles.
On one hand, this bigot speaks of
TVs and cars, while on the other, 200,-000, white and black, are talking and
singing about dignity and justice.
Telestar beamed that marvellous
demonstration to the world. What a
beautiful picture we marchers gave to
the worl d. What an ugly one was
sketched by those diehard Senators who
want things to remain as they have
been.
While A. Philip Randolph, Roy Wil-
kins, Whitney Young and John Lewis
did a great job, there is no denying that
the statement of Dr. King — a state-
ment which I believe will go down in
history — keynoted not only the entire
affair but also the mood of the Negro
Revolution.
Yes, it was a great day. But, as long
as we have bigots in leadership like
Stennis, Thurmond and Long, we will
have a mighty task to accomplish.
The attitude of these men makes
it imperative that the great host of peo-
ple in this country continue who have
come to see the meaning of this strug-
gle, continue to march together, to sing
together, to work and pray together and
to go to jail together, as Dr. King says,
so that one day we may proudly say
we are all free at last.
Ef
ii
Long, Gone.
Still Hear
Voices
THE OTHER night I was listening
to a record of Miss Bessie Smith (de-
ceased) singing "Gimme a Pig Foot and
a Bottle of Beer" and I got to thinking
how wonderful this age in which we
live is compared to the age in which
our grandparents lived — or our great
grandparents, depending, of course, on
one's age.
Everyuody famous now living who
sings or speaks or dazzles the public
heard just as clearly tomorrow
• . -setter amplified — as they are
Iletr. new in theatres, concert halls or
forggret. Posterity, a 100 years hence,
can listen to Lena Horne, Ralph Bunche,
Harry Belafonte and Chubby Checker.
out. unfortunately, we cannot hear
the great personalities who sang, spoke
or performed a 100 years AGO, In 1863
,ere were no tape recorders, no video
films.
How wonderful it would be, for in-
stance, if we could hear Black Pattie
of soaring song, Blind Tom or Blind
Boone at the piano, Frederick Douglass
making one of his great speeches or the
famous Negro actor of pre-Civil War
days, Ira Aldridge, declaiming Shake-
speare.
NO WAY PRESERVED
BUT WE cannot hear them. They
are long gone. Their art went with
them. Their voices are in no way pre-
served. We can read what they said or
sang, but of their audible personalities,
we have no inkling.
But almost all the famous persons
of today are recorded. Martin Luther
King, Sammy Davis, Adam Wade, Dick
Gregory, Arna Bontemps. One or two
or three hundred years from today,
folks can listen to them.
What did Paul Robeson sound like.
Put on a record or a tape in the year
2263 and listen, or go see a video tape
and see. Even I am recorded. Likewise,
Pigmeat, Rev. Adam Clayton Powell,
Mahalia Jackson, Clara Ward and Jack-
ie Mabley. All of them can be heard a
1000 years from today — even though
all of us living now will then be gone.
Bessie Smith is gone. Bert Williams
is gone. FDR is gone. Billy Holliday is
gone, but we can their recordings and
listen to their voices as big as life. When
Marian Anderson is a century or two
in heaven — or wherever great singers
go — people on earth will still be able
to hear her singing.
EARL GRANT'S earthly organ will
be playing when his heavenly organ
is too far away to be audible. A hun-
dred years from today, those living here
below will hardly be able to hear the
flapping of Dinah Washington's celes-
tial wings but mortal man can hear
her notes overlapping as she sings the
songs she left behind.
Voices, faces and everything but
flesh will be preserved for tomorrow,
thanks to today's technical marvels —
which will not seem marvellous to fu-
ture generations. They will be quite
used to them.
Suppose there had been tape record-
ings in Shakespeare's day! We could
have heard him reading "To Be Or Not
To Be." Suppose LP records had been
in vogue at the time of Christ. We
could listen to his voice now and no
atheist could say he never lived.
Suppose video tape had existed
when Moses walked the earth. You and
I could now see how Moses looked and
tell if he was black or white, for real.
A Whole Case Of Sweet Freedom
YEAH, I thought it was a great day,
too'
' But there were a couple things.
Like. it makes one kind of wonder
what there is about the Negro in num-
bers that so tecrifies while folks. I don't
mean ALL white folks. I mean the peo-
ple who have been running tile store
all these yee,-s and all of them are
white folks.
SEE MY LEGISLATORS
LIKE, I thought this was my coun-
try and that Washington, the apitol,
was my Capitol.
And I thought Mr. Kennedy was my
President. And since I am one of the
Negroes they allow to vote, that the
legislators were my legislators.
So I am puzzled as to why everyone
was so alarmed — including, at first,
the President, when I said I was ping
to come to my Capitol and see my leg-
islators and bring along some of my
fellow Negroes and some of my white
friends.
And I am puzzled as to why every-
one started preparing a full-scale de-
fensive against violence. Maybe I should
have been defensively violent all these
hundred of years that Whitey has had
his foot on my groin.
I HAVE CHANGED
BUT I haven't been. I wasn't in
Montgomery or Albany or Birmingham
or in Brooklyn. I wasn't violent when I
came to Washington a few years back
— with thousands of others — to hold
a Prayer Pilgrimage. So why Should I
be suspected suddenly of having
changed?
Well, I have changed. I am hot vio-
lent now, but I am pretty vocal. I do
not hate n.ow but I no longer intend to
be harrassed by other hates. I am not
bitter but I demand my rights. Not to-
morrow night. At nine in the morning.
The liquor puzzles me too. I have
always enjoyed buying liquor in Wash-
ington because they bottle it in those
cute half-pints which you can also buy
in Chicago. In New York State, the
smallest bottle is a pint bottle.
Matter of act, I wasn't coming to
Washington to buy liquor. If I had want-
ed some I could have brought my own.
I wasn't interested in a bottle of bitters.
CASE OF SWEET FREEDOM
I WAS interested in a whole case
of sweet freedom, which ought to be
good because my share of freedom has
been aging in the white man's cellars
for so long that the vintage has to be
out of this world.
When I got to Washington and found
out that they had closed down all liquor
sales — I wasn't looking, just heard it
announced on the radio — it kinda
made me feel as though the white man
thinks of me as he does of the Ameri-
can Indian.
The white man doesn't want the
Indian to drink because, the white man
rays, what is a fifth to the white man
is firewater to the Indian. I have never
been able to accept the theory that In-
dians are potentially alcoholics aggres-
sive
Could be the white man realizes,
deep down inside, how rotten he hag
been to the Indian and figures if HE
were an. Indian who got hold of a taste,
he might get to thinking and become
awfully acoholioally aggressive.
THE NEGRO CAUSE
AND THE last thing! I'm sick of all
this garbage about how we acted so
good and religious that our behavior has
helped "the Negro cause."
Who in the hell does the white man
think he is? Is he the rigidly stern
father who has been denying a step-
child his rights as an. individual but who
will now offer him a lick at the lolly-
pop of liberty because he didn't wet his
pants in public?
Two-hundred thousand of anything,
even liver pills, is a lot. Suppose there
had been some normal, natural hell-
raising during the March? What would
that have to do with the fact that we
are long-overdue in collecting our due?
Does the moral adjustment of a tre-
mendous, long-livec. vecial evil visited
upon twenty million blacks, hinge on
the co-incidence of whether there are in
a crowd of 200,000 a few drunks or hot-
heads or publicity-seekers or people who
want to go live in some little old black
world of their own?
WHITE MAN'S PROBLEM
DON'T DO ME any favors, white
man! No down your nose, condescend-
ing, silly-bottomed favors. I am not
confused. This is not a Negro problem
any more. That's why lots of my white
friends came along with me.
This problem is mainly the white
man's problem because of the white
man's guilt. But I accept it as my prob-
lem too and I'm trying to be nice
enough to help you solve it in a nice
way. I can be NON-VIOLENT too.
And the next time I come to Wash-
ingtton, I just might want to buy one
of those cute half-pint bottles and I
want to be able to find a store open
where I can buy it.
Put that in your political pipe and
smoke it.
•
•
•
•
•
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DISPLAYING HER DIPLOMA
Displaying her diploma is one of the the
young women who graduated from City of
Memphis Hospitals School of Nursing last
Friday evening. The diploma is being
shown to Mrs. Caine Stevens, principal of
Florida Elementary School, who was the
principal speaker at the graduation exer-
--
rises held at NIIsslissippi Boulevard Chris-
tian church. The graduates are: Miss
Marie A. King of Tupelo. Miss.; Miss Mary
F. Lusk, Selmer, Tenn.: Miss Bernice W.
Byers, Gadsden, Ala.: Miss Sarah M. Scott,
Florence, Ala.: and Miss Emma .1. Bow-
ers of Memphis. (Staff Photo).
Mixed Marriages Among Stars
Don't Work, Few Last 10 Years
By BOB HUNTER
Are inter' acia: marriages
among the stars heaven made/
Upon close examination the
answer would have to be "no"
for it is commonly known that
few have endured beyond ten
years.
Check the record — Doro-
thy Dandridge, Earths Kitt,
Diahann Carroll, Dinah Wash-
ington and so on.
With the exception of Lena
Horne and Pearl Bailey none
of the marriages have man-
aged to stay put. Sammy Davis
can't be included in the suc-
cessful section because he and
his young Scandinavian wife
haven't been as one long
enough.
EARTI1A KITE
The last to go on the rocks
was that of Miss Kitt and
White realtor William McDon-
ald. Supposedly, when they
were married on Juno 211,
1960, the match was • cinch to
last forever. But a few weeks
ago Earths sadly announced
that McDonald had moved out
of their home after having
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quarrelled about how best to
raise their young daughter,
Kitt, who was born Noe. 27,
19111.
"I didn't say anything about
It at first," sighed Eartha, "be-
cause if people get back to-
gether, any publicity adds to
the aggravation." She added,
"We haven't seen attorneys."
The so-called "perfect" mar-
riage of Broadway star Dish-
inn Carroll and Monty Kay,
a personal management agent,
DIARANN CARROLL
ended or a your note in De-
cember of 1962. The couple
had been married for six
years.
When the story broke in the
press, the star of "No Strings"
confessed that she and her
husband had not been togeth-
er "for two years." They too,
have one child, Ottilie.
She met her husband in the
mid-1950's while appearing
with Pearl Bailey in "House
of Flowers." At the time he
was casting director for the
play. Now, he is the manager
of such outstanding jazz artist
as Chris Connor and the Mod-
ern Jazz Quartet.
He proposed to her on their
second date, however, they
did not tie the knot until one
year later.
"I met him on Thanksgiving
Day." Diah•nn said. "He came
backstage to say hello. He ask-
ed me where I was going to eat
my turkey dinner and I told
him I'd probably hay," it in a
restaurant. He invited me out
and on our second date he pro-
posed."
In the case of Dorothy Dan-
dridge, things went bad for
her all at once. In December
of 1962 she announced that she
had divorced restaurant owner
John Denison, and then in
mid-1963 came the news that
the star was broke. She was
forced to declare bankruptcy.
Married on June 22, 1959,
2 Local Physicians To Appear
In Musical Recital At Mt. Pisgah
Two local physicians will
Idemonstrate their musical 810111
a young love. We have a won-when they participate in the
derful understanding." 'annual musical recital. spon-
Yet, in court, the 39-year- sonfredmtby pthise aBh. It. mDazn nehr ucrleuhb
old actress testified that her Sunday.. Sept. 15 at 5 p.m in the
husband had a temper. "Hilichurch's auditorium 2490 Park
would shout and throw things,"
she said, "and he told me it
I didn't listen to him I.would
never be successful." Agilarent-
ly, that "understanding" be-
tween them had pooped out.
Under the court order, the
49-year-old restaurateur of
Ureek ancestry, was ordered
to pay 1114,600 in debts in-
curred during the marriage.
Miss Dandridge waived ali-
mony.
In her bankruptcy plea,
Dorothy said that she lust
about et50,000 in "bad invest-
ments — Texas oil drilling that
didn't produce much oil." She
said she had debts of $127,000.
Miss Dandridge starred in such
movies as "Porgy and Bess"
and "Carmen Jones."
Stormy Dinah Washington.
"the Quoin of the Blues," was
married to 26-Tsar-old Mexi-
can actor Itaphal Campos for
such a short time, the match
hardly qualifies for any com-
ment. But because it was inter-
racial, a word is herelowith
put forth.
Dinah and Campos swung
night and day fur a short while
and then decided that mar-
riage was the only way for
them. And it was — for six
months. Then Dinah told the
world that her youthful bride-
groom had sped off from their
home taking the family Cadil-
lac with him. And so they were
parted forever.
The most successful inter-
racial marriage in the star
category is that of Lena
Horne and Lennie Layton. She
met him while doing a film
In the 1940's.
Lena and Lennie were se-
cretly married for three years
before word leaked out. The
discovery caused Hayton to
lose his job as music director
of MGM studios in Holly-
wood.
Wed in 1947, Lena says, "I
went through the psychological
problem of falling in love with
a man people said I should
not have fallen in love with.
Negroes said it to me, and
white people said it to him."
Be that as it may, they are
still together, and from all in-
dications they'll be that way
Dorothy bubbled "ours is not i for life.
Ave.
Appearing on the program
will be Dr. James S. Byes, who
will render a violin selection,
accompanied at the piano by
Dr. A. F. Saville, Jr. Among
others to appear on the pro-
gram will be Mrs. Jacqueline
Satterfield, a soloist; and Mrs.
Rose Peterson, an organist.
Dr. Byes, a graduate of Le-
Moyne college and Meharry
Medical college, has had an
interest in violin music since
high school days. He is mar-
ried to the former Orphella
Graves of Montclair, N. J. They
are the parents of two children.
Dr. Saville, a native of Lit-
tle Rock, Ark., also a Mehar-
ry Medical college graduate,
ihas had an interest in music
since childhood. His love for
the piano is second to his ded-
ication to medicine. He is mar-
ried to the former Betty Jose
of San Antonia, Tex. They are
the parents of three children.
Mrs. Satterfield, a mezzo-so-
prano, was the winner of the
1959 Tri-State Fair Talent Con-
test and Omega's State-wide
Talent contest. Her vocal train-
ing started under the late
Madame T. McCleave. She is a
soloist at Mt. Olive CMN
church.
Mrs. Peterson holds an Al.
degree in music from Spelman
college in Atlanta, Ga. She
taught piano, organ and voice
in Atlanta public schools be-
fore coming to Memphis. She
Is a teacher at Porter Junior
high school; an organist at St.
John Baptist church: and chair-
man of the Bluff City Music
Teachers.
The public is invited to at-
tend the musical.
Offer $2,800 Bounty
For 2 South Africans
FRANCISTOWN, Bech-
uanaland — (UPI) — Ar-
thur Goldereich and Har-
old Wolpe, who escaped
from a South African jail
disguised as priests, left for
Tanganyika aboard a charter-
ed plane.
Wolpe and Goldreich, who
have a $2,800 South African
bounty on their heads, walked
out of the Francistown j • i I
where they had sought refuge
from alleged South African
attempts to kidnap them.
They were jailed under a 90
day, no trial law, which covers
suppression of communism
and sabotage. Their jailing in
Francistown was voluntary be-
cause they feared for their
lives or that they would be
kidnapped.
They set out with a pollee
escort on the 100-mile route
to Palapye. They spread •
huge white cloth on the
ground and • single-dingintid
plane touched down minutes
later.
Ten days ago, a chartered
plane, which was to have
taken them to Tanganyika,
was destroyed in a fire here
before take off. A subsequent
flight sent by East African
Airlines was forced to turn
back.
After a brief stop at Kasant
Northern Rhodesia, they took
off again for Elisabethville.
The Congo, where they stop-
ped overnight before continu-
ing on to Mbeya, Tanganyika.
MAID OF HONOR
Miss Juanita Johnson of 58:
Walnut. a senior at LeMoync
College. has returned from Chi-
cago where she was maid o
honor in the wedding of he,
cousin, Miss Earceal Farmer
Who was wed to William Rob-
erts of New York City. Mis)
Johnson will complete he'
studies at LeMoyne in Januar)
Here...There...Everywhere You Spend a Lot of Time
KITCHIIN
Add a Phone...
Add a Lot to Living
...Perfect Privacy for Your Teenager
Teenager for real or teenager at heart — it's nice to
have an extension phone for your very personal, extra
private talking. Colorful, too, and inexpensive. To
order, just call your Telephone Company Business
Office or ask any telephone serviceman.
Soulhorn
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Merry
Go-Round
. By MARJORIE I. ULEN
si • is is is
FINAL FLINGS
Labor Day brought about
the flurry of annual "last-
fling-to-Summer" picnics, at
homes, parks and clubs about
our fair city . . . with much
interest centered on two large
and happy clubs, THE MEM-
PHIANS and the TOP HAT
•
111 I II II I •
theatre group . . . a terpsich-
orean city group, the promo-
tion of an art and hobby show,
the inauguration of public
forums, and more interest in
the established cultural activi-
ties . . Front Street Theatre,
Brooks Art Galleries, Mem-
phis Academy of Arts, The
Memphis Ballet Society, Mem-
phis Museum, The Great Books
AND TAILS. Discussion Groups, and most
It was our pleasure to be attendance of laymen at adult
the guests of THE MEM- education classes at LeMoyne,
PHIANS, INC. at the bid of Owen, Henderson and Griggs
genial BILL AND ANN WEA- colleges and business schools,
THERS, at the delightful UT's Extension Classes, Mem-
gathering of this clan and its phis State and Southwestern.
friends at the extensive and In the latter, professionals are
manicured suburban estate of flockina in numbers — but
ANN AND OSCAR SIMPSON one does not have to be a pro-
at Horn Lake an d Holmes fessiooal to partake of know-
Roads. • ledge.
Blessed with bountiful breez- Thus, we throw down this
Cs, bright sunshine and the guantlet to our readers . . .
wafting aroma of barbecued What will you do readers,
thicken and pork . . the set- about these challenges??? Why
thlg was perfect for the scores not join the "Forward March
ef casual-togged members and of Progress in Memphis?"
guests, with numerous progeny Other conversational groups
making the gathering a fine . . . Louis and Clara Hobson,
family event. and Clara's mother, Mrs. Lay-
'Twas an excellent oppor- ender and the young Hobsons.
tunity also to see friends who Clarese, Sandra and Louis
had been away on trips, and Burton . . . Gloria and Willie
those whose paths had not
'crossed for a long time. •
MEMPRIANS
Memphians and their wives, Lillian and Floyd Campbell !Shaw.
host of the occasion included in a serious bridge game with We would appreciate your
Thomas and Helen Hayes, Walterine Outlaw and Harriet i notes, listing collegians bound
Louis and Clara Hobson, Mil- Davis . . . !to distand and local campuses.
With the Arnolds, Georgia CIRCUITOUS VACATIONING
The BROADNAXES — Wil-
liam and Gladys and their col-
lege-bound youngsters, Wil-
liam, Jr. and Jacquelyn, enjoy
a wonderful trip late this sum-
mer. First they motored to
Chicago, where they visited
Walterine and John Outlaw, Johnetta K. Hozey, tilling one William's brother, Dr. June
the Jerry Johnson, the H. E. and all that she's about to be Broadnax and his family, who
Simses, Ruby and H. L. Jack_ off to California again . . • in their own car with their
son, Minnie and Sherman Rivers King, Atty. H. L. and children Seena and Junious,
Robinson, the Joseph H. Wil_ Ida Mae Lockard, . . . and joined the Memphis group in
kersons, the Ural Adamses, nearby were Aline Lowe, T. going to Dubuque, Iowa to
Charlene and J. C. McGraw, J. Johnson, John and Roth visit Clark College where Jac'
Harriet and Claiborne Davis, Parker, Frances Hayes. Mrs. queline will matriculate this
Bill and Carrie Nabors, Floyd i Mary Flint Harris, Mattie fall. They were delighted with .
and Lillian Newman, the I. S. !Holmes, 011ie Mitchell. Lelia the
 beautiful campus, building
Boddens and Ruby and James ! Mason and Charles Brake, and curriculum of the all girls
Spight. IMagnolia and Junior Brown, 'Catholic College which has the
Badminton, softball a n (LJohn and Gwen Poston, the ;hill:, of Dubuque for a back-
dancing was the choice of the ;Robert Adamses, the Robert !ground setting.
scads of teen-agers and even I Shavers, Wendolyn Bell, and • From Iowa, they went to
the 'small fry,' while the more lElizabeth Lewis, Carey Wil- !Detroit to visit Gladys' sister,
restful pastime of bridge and !aon, Ellen Hibler, ... and corn- !Mattie Green Smites. and from
delightful small but interest- ,ing in on the late watch after ;there to Canada and Niagara •
ing talking occupied adults. the Top Hat and Tails party IFall, Buffalo. Washington, Cm-
One animated group wa,s lwere Jewel Speight, and son Icinnati and St. Louis, with the
dead serious in a discussion l"Billy" Speight and Margaret William Brodnaxes leaving !
about the value of guidance !Rivers . . . who all proclaim- Washington to stop in Nash. 
SUMMERNUPTIALS
Summer nuptials — Mr. and Mrs. John
W. Richardson are poised for traditional
-cake-cutting at the reception honoring
the couple at f,ove Hall of Second Con-
gregation Church, where the bride's pa-
rents. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Ester Joyner
_
dred and Oscar Crawford;
John and Juanita Arnold,
genial Johnny the president of
the Memphians ... the George
Isabels, Dr. Frank and Jean-
nette White, the Georae Stev-
enses, William and Mlle Fitz-
gerald, Minnie and John Davis.
Lindsay, Ada Ateman, Minnie
and John Davis and Almazine lette Brinkley, Irene Taylor,
Davis. Ural Adams and Geraldine
Dancy, and Buddy and Arlie
Dancy who were visiting from
Nashville for the week-end,
and Juanita telling of her re-
cent trip to Philadelphia and
Atlantic City.
Another gay grouping . . .
for our public in the interest le
of leisure-time and cultural Ir
pursuits. Editor Thaddeus L b
Stokes was really provocative
in challenging one group of
avid listeners anent the need !i
for a renaissance among our.
folk. 'Tis time, he challenged, II
for the inception of a little
d that The Memphian.s had
eally done a superlative la-
or of love in hospitality.
COLLEGE BOUND
Add to the list of Howard-
tes we mentioned last week
. . Walter Evans, Sam Good-
oe, Roseanna Quinn, Harold
Fong, Carole Springer, Pau- Square.
ville and then Humboldt, to
see June's mother and step-
father. Rev. and Mrs. W. V
Vance.
In Si. Louis. Gladys ana
Williams enjoyed the enter-
tainment of which St. Louis
boasts so proudly in Gaslight
were hosts. The wedding vows were re-
peated with the Rev. J. C. Mickle in an
afternoon ceremony on August 24 at the
church. The couple will live in Raleigh,
N. C., where Mr. Richardson is a teacher.
I Last Sunday found Gladys,
!William Jr. and Jackie going
up to Humboldt to spend the
day with their mother and
grandmother, Mrs. Vance and
Rev. Vance, for an interlude
with the young Broadnaxes
before they depart to Xavier,
in New Orleans, where Wil-
liam is a Sophomore, and Jack-
ie to enter Clark as a fresh-
man.
ON ENTERING THE TEENS
All youngsters long for their
entrance into the exciting days
of teen-age seniority . . . and
Joyce Lynom's thirteen birth-
day gave impetus to a delight-
ful birthday party last month,
I with the suburban setting of
the home of her parents, Ray-
mond and Georgia Lynon at
3315 Horn Lake Road as a per-
fect vantage point.
This home has long been a
favorite gathering site of teen-
age parties among the Jack
and Jill groups . . and with
a barn provided with music
and an ideal recreation center,
the outdoors and the indoors
of the Lynmon home provided
much fun for a large gather-
ing of young party-goers
Making the occasion one to
be long remembered were
Joyce's friends and many of
those of her older sisters and
her brother, and party refresh-
ments were plentiful and va-
ried, for Melania McWilliams,
Mandy McWilliams, Thurman,
Phynete and Kenneth North-
cross, Patricia and Sandra
Desaizant, Ophelia and James
Ford, Sylvia and Brian Bras-
well, Shelia and Linda Bell,
Freddie and Georgia Scott,
Carol and Phillip Earls, Eliza-
beth Davis, Aubrey Wash-
burn, Kathy Dianne Iles, Ron-
ald Walter, Lila Bradfield,
Glenda Norment, Whittier,
Fred and Ethel Marie Seng-
stacke, Kathy Graham, Paula
and Pamela Collins of Mar-
shall, Texas, Earline and Elea-
nor 'Houston, Ronnie Cash,
Joan Duvall, Wendell Brown,
Janey Carter, Shirley Caple,
Peggie Ann Prater, Bethelyn
Anderson, Karen Lewis, Gilds
Gilmore, Jackie Norfleet,
James Travis and sister, De-
nise Perino, Rita Horne Por-
ter, Samuel and Moses Peace,
Sharon Lewis, Gloria Austin,
and others who, in the excite-
ment, just did not get register.
led.
Listen to High School football
broadcasts direct from Melrose
Stadium each Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday nights on WDIA. Brought
to you by Colonial Bread, the bread
With Real Bread Flavor.
Miss Smith Weds
Misr. Smith Weds-24—
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Lester
Goodrich were married at
noon, Aug. 31 at St. Anthony
Catholic church with Father
James Murphy officiating.
The bride is the former Ear-
lene Rene Smith, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Cain,
677 Harrell St. The bride-
MR. & MRS. D. GOODRICH
Donald Goodrich At St. Anthony
groom is the son of Mrs. Ro-
berta Goodrich and the late
Mr. Isaiah Goodrich, Sr., 449
Carpenter St.
The bride's gown, off-white
!satin, was ballerina length
l with short sleeves. Her bou-
quet was white carnations.
Attendants were Mrs. Mae
Evelyn Irving and Miss Rose
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 I
Wallace Is Making An
Ass Of Himself: H. S. T.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Former President Harry S.
Truman said Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace is "making
an ass of himself- in his stand on integration In public
schools.
Truman, during his usual morning stroll, told news-
men that Wallace, instead of "using his office to block
integration of Alabama schools, should be enforcing the
laws rather than breaking them."
On another subject, the former chief executive said
he believed that the partia: nuclear test ban treaty, which
was then scheduled to be debated Monday in the Senate,
will win Senate approval.
Last Minute
SCHOOL SALE
Loose Leaf Notebooks 25c To $1.99
500 Count Filler Paper
 88c
School Bags $1.59 To $2.99
500 Count Napkins
_66c
DISCOUNT PRICES
30" Walking Doll
Bkycles
$9.88
$17.77 and up
Tricycles and Wagons
50c Down
Holds Your Lay-away
SILVER'S 5 & 10
47 SO. MAIN STREET
01,(on
iloorceole"1 SPEEDY
FOODS
2408 PARK AVENUE
Courteous Service 7 Days A Week Open 6:00A.M.
/II
'fixOtryif, Jo,',,
" or
r
IP ."
12:00 Midnite
!Johnson
The bridegroom's brother.
Andrew L. Goodrich of Nash-
ville, was best man. The
groomsman was Harold T.
Goodrich, brother of the bride-
groom. A reception followed
at New Tyler AME church.
The couple will live at 449
Carpenter St.
Says Miss.
Sheriff Beat
Five Negroes
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The justice department accus-
ed the sheriff and police chief
of Winona, Miss., of beating
and kicking five Negro prison-
ers in violation of federal civil
rights law.
Atty. Gen, Ilobert F. Ken-
nedy said the charges were
made in a seven-point criminal
information filed in a federal*
court in Oxford, Miss.
Cut Corns
Calluses, Warts
Use New Magic Rub Off
Thousands of sufferers from laming corns,
canines, and common warts now report
astonishing results with an amazing newformulation that rubs them off pmnlestly
and safely without danger of infection from
cutting, acids or •brasives. Secret is a
wonder•working medicated creme calledDERMA-SOFT that softens and dissolverthose tormenting. hard to remove growths
so that they rub right off, leaving skin silky
smooth and soft. So don't suffer another
mine,,. Get DERMA-SOFT at all druggists.
NEED MONEY? -
Solve Your Problems -
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx,
Cosh You Mo.
Get- Payments
500.00 $ 12.90
$1,000.00 $ 23.70
$1,500.00 $ 34.50
52,000.00 $ 45.50
$2,500.00 $ 56.20
$5,000.00 $110.52
Be Wise! ,Choose
State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERM1TES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED
'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL
•
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Ph. FA 7-6033 
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BACK ON JOB
Your scribe is happy to be
back with you after a wonder-
ful vacation with family on
Hammock Beach out from
Swansboro, N. C. Raleigh and
other points in North Carolina
were also visited and especial-
ly interesting was the battle-
ship, USS North Carolina at
Wilmington.
With Labor Dalt passed, I,
along with many others, have
buckled down to a year's work.
Others who have recently
returned from exciting trips
are Mrs. Essie M. Perry, Delta
Sigma Theta prexy of Jackson
Alumnae chapter, who attend-
ed the Fiftieth anniversary na-
tional meet of the sorority in
New York City; Mrs. Vivian
Bell, Nu Sigma basileus of
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority,
along with Mrs. Mattie Miliken
and Miss Mary Elizabeth Bond,
attending the boule in Den-
ver; and Mrs. Odessa C. Beck
from New York who went on
a cruise with a party to the
West Indies while away.
Among Jacksonians who
participated in the "March on
Washington" were Mrs. Mattie
Merry, Miss Genevieve Brooks,
Dr. Herman Stone. Jr., James
Buchannan, and Rev. M. L.
Easley. I need not tell you
&what an experience they wit-
nessed for I know many of you
were glued to your television
as well as I. Mr. % Marie Penn
also was in the march, but it
was impossible for her to find
the Jackson delegation as she
left from Chicago.
In-Service meetings were
held for the Jackson City
Teachers the week of August
26 with school bells ringing
for the youngsters on Sept. 3.
The Faculty Seminar for
Lane college faculty and staff
began on Sept. 5 with Dr.
Hirsch Laxaar Silverman,
chairman of the department of
educational psychology a n d
school of education, Yeshiva
university in New York serv-
ing as guest lecturer. He pre-
sented three lectures on the
theme: "Motivation — Essen-
tial for Effective Teaching."
The new Women's residence
hall was set for dedication on
Sunday, Sept. 8. Freshman
•orientation began on Monday.
Sept. 9 with classes set for all
students to begin on Septem-
ber 16.
The Echo Bridge club opened
up the club season with your
•
---
scribe on last Saturday. Priz-
es were awarded to Mesdames
Vivian Bell, Bernice Lucas, and
Vera Brooks for high scores.
Lucky winner of the traveling
prize was Dr. Carrie Bigger.
Other in em bers attending
were: Mesdames Annie M.
Bond, Georgia Atkins, and
Rosetta McKissack. Each was
given a cockleshell as a sou-
venir from the coast of the At-
lantic Ocean.
Labor Day opened the fall
season of the New Idea club
with Mrs. Louise Praither en-
tertaining with a breakfast in
her home on Hays ave.
The lovely voice of Miss
Mary Rodgers was heard by
Jacksonians as she was pre-
sented in a recital on last Sun-
day night at Lane Tabernacle
CME church by Group No. I,
with Mrs. Mary Perkins as
chairman.
A recent Fisk graduate, Miss
Rodgers was soloist with the
Fisk Jubilee Singers for three
years. She was accompanied
by Mrs. Jennie Brodnax Vance
of Humboldt, Tenn. A native of
Trenton, Tenn., she is present-
ly teaching in her home town
in the field of music at Rosen-
wald High school. Her parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas How-
ward of Trenton.
The annual Harvest Tea,
sponsored by St. Paul C.M.E.
Church has been set for Sun-
day, Sept. 16 in the Lane col-
lege gymnasium. Mrs. Lucille
Sangster is serving as general
chairman and promises this one
to be more colorful and attrac-
tive than any before; so be
sure to be on hand.
Speedy recovery wishes go
out to Dr. A. Z. Maney who
recently underwent surgery,
Joe S. Merry who is confined
to the hospital, and Mrs. An-
nie M. Bond who fractured her
foot. Dr. Carrie Bigger also
called to the bedside of her
husband who was to undergo
surgery in Philadelphia We
are wishing for him the best.
Sports
-minded fans have al-
ready begun to take in the
football games with the high
schools already started. Merry
downed Ilurnbolt last week ii. Club To ResoldJackson. The next home game
after Manassas will be Dyers-
burg on September 14. Lane is
working hard and will open
up their season out of town
with Kentucky State. The first
college home game is set for
September 2E1 with Alabama
A & M college.
THEY MET IN APRIL AND MARRIEu
They met in April and married in August, 50 years ago,
recalled Mr. and Mrs. Choice Hutchins, 853 itleCombs
Ave. as they celebrated their golden wedding anniversary
Aug. 31, with open house. Both native of Carthage, Mass
they married there. Mrs. Hutchins is the former Maggie
A. Lindsey. They established residence In Memphis in
1946. The couple is in the process of cutting their anni-
versary cake, a two-tier, gold and white cake, which NILS
presented to them by Rev. and Mrs. V. D. Derrick. Floral
decorations include yellow gladioli, which were sent by
Mrs. Fred Lawrence, Jr. and Mrs. H. L. Henley. Mr. and
M. liptehins are the parents of a daughter, Mrs. Ada
Mk Brooks of Chicago, Ill. (Photo by Ernest Withers)
KARL'S SHOES •
Discount Prices
SIZES 5 TO 11
3A, 2A B
BLACK SUEDE
Compare At
$30.00
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
fartJ)koe3I r+4
108 SOUTH MAIN ST MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
Ester Joyner Wed Al
Second Congregational
In a beautiful summer wed-
ding, Miss Clyde Ester Joyner,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Joyner Sr., of 2508
Manchester, pledged her nup-
tial vows with John W. Rich-
ardson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Rice of 2527 Perry
Road, August 24, 1963 at Sec-
Tea And Fashions
Members of the DAC club
will present "An Evening
in Paradise" with tea and
fashions on the lawn of Mr.
and Mrs. William H. Reeves
of 1044 Randle on Sunday,
Sept_ 15, between 6 and 9,
and the public is invited.
Mrs. Lottie Wade is presi-
dent of the club, Mrs. Bessie
Young secretary and Mrs.
Levella Yancey •reporter.
ond Congregational Church.
Officiating at the double-
ring ceremony was the Rev-
erend J. C. Mickle. pastor of
the church.
Immediately following the
ceremony, the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Joyner, Sr., were
hosts at a reception for the
young couple at Love Hall of
the Second Congregational
Parish House.
The bride attended Arkan-
sas AM&N college and will
further her studies at Shaw
University this fall. She was
graduated from Booker T.
Washington High School.
Mr. Richardson Is a grad-
uate from Arkansas AM&N
College where he became a
member of Omega Psi Phi Fra-
ternity and a member of the
college band. He will teach
school in Raleigh, N. C. where
the couple will reside.
Immediately following the
reception, the couple left on a
honeymoon trip which destina-
tion was undisclosed.
lbe a
100111TWO
MODIFIED
SKIM MILK
FOR "FIGURE"
Family
and make
BOTH
FOREST BILL
WHOLE MILK
FOR
VIGOR
Training In
IBM
Key Punch
and
TABULATING EQUIPMENT
Next Class to begin Nov. 5, 1963
FOR INF. CALL JA 6•3297
X-7.52.71.55225?-22re_S&S,52_57_566252.529.5259ii125i_Si32_5829.5'
SEE .14.IliTV IN
YOUR HOME TONIGHT
WITH 3-D VIEWER
111111 OILIVIIIT
eon
INSTALLATION
MORS TO
111111111 1100
3-WAY 1101116111ATION
• 23" TELEVISION
• RADIO
• FULL STEREO PSONOE!RAPH
1
Fall H0141 PIRSOSTATION
FREE wil"'""Ceeib aahaa Pm d
10 STEREO ALBUMS!
9_25752562582952952 Sit2.562PQrseirti _ .-, otsesesesbea,
25625229S2SZ5E,
NO MONEY DOWN!
2 YEARS TO PAY
ALL NEW
FOR 163
CALL
278-0781
FOR A FREE
PRESENTATION
WITH
ID VIEWER
L • 32 sq. in. yi•wobl•
SN.fd arm 
Visit Our
Showroom:
27"
MANY
MODELS
TO
SELECT
FROM!
PITT TV, INC. MUNTZ
245 N. CLEVELAND TV
278-0181 Open Monday Thru Setureloy,10 to 9
•• •óC . . •.imm. • • 22523?237.5
'Rutgers Grad
Gets Promotion
At Humble Oil
1 NEWARK, N. J. — Charles
A. Thomas, who joined Hum-
ble Oil & Refining Company
two years ago following
graduation from Rutgers Uni-
versity, has been promoted
to the fuel oil marketing staff
of the company's Eastern Esso
Region here.
A native of Jersey City,
he was married in June of
this year to Miss Brenda L.
Kates of Elizabeth, New Jer-
sey. They met while he was
a senior in college. She has
completed three years at Rut-
gers and is continuing her
work for a degree.
Thomas moves to Humble's
sales force from a post as
plant clerk at the company's
Bayonne bulk terminal. He
started in 1961 as a trainee
at the New Jersey marketing
headquarters in Elizabeth.
While in college, he was
president of the Rutgers
chapter of NAACP. He earn-
ed a bachelor of arts degree,
majoring in social studies.
He is a member of Epsilon
Xi fraternity.
500 Expected
To Enroll
At LeMoyne
An enrollment of approxi-
mately 500 is expected to begin
the fall semester Monday
morning at LeMoyne College.
Classes will start at 8:30.
Freshman orientation and
registration sessions are under-
way this week on the campus.
Sophomores register Friday
morning, 8:30 until noon, and
juniors will register Friday
afternoon, 1 to 4. Seniors are
scheduled to register Saturday
morning, 8:30 until noon, and
unclassified, transfer and pro-
bation students along with
in-service teachers will re-
gister Saturday afternoon, I
to 4.
Late registration period is
Sept. 16-20.
LeMoyne is introducing a
new feature this fall. The
college will be one of 10
schools participating in a
unique telephone network for
classroom instruction. Stu-
dents will hear outstanding
scientists, critics and writers
over an amplified telephone
system originating at Stephens
College in Columbia, Mo.
Other participating colleges
are Drury, Kansas Wesleyan,
Langston, Wilberforce, Gram-
bling. Jackson State, Southern
and Tougaloo Southern Chris-
tian.
Elevated to the role of
acting dean is Prof. Lionel A.
Arnold, professor of phil-
osophy and religion, who is
returning to the campus after
three years of study for the
doctoral degree at Drew Uni-
Versity.
CONFERENCE FOLLOWS MARCH
Scores of women from coast-to-coast
were attracted to the Civil Rights Leader-
ship Conference sponsored by the Na-
tional Council of Negro Women. Inc., at
- the Shoreham hotel in Washington, D. C.
Seen here, from left, comparing notes
during a break at the three-day meet are
Mrs. llattye Young. Miss era Young, Mrs.
Corienne Morrow. Mrs. Maxine Arens, Mrs.
Sarah Stewart and Mrs. Rebecca Beard
Jones. The conference attracted more
than 75 women members of N('NVV, and
included II cooperating organizations.
BTW Girls Deny Seminar On Post Office
Provoking Fight p
Two Booker T. Washington
nile court after being accused
arrested and carried to 
juve-In 
 emphi's On Sept. 16-18high school girls who were
of attacking two white high
school girls, Sept. 3. told the
Tri-State Defender that they Memphis will be one of 12
did not provoke the fight nor cities across the nation to play
did they injure Kathy Peek, host to post office supervisors
15, of 585 E. Trigg Ave.. daugh. from 102 cities at three-day
ter of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Peek. "Promotion Advisory Board
! The two BTW coeds told Training Seminars" from Sept.
they 
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school when they stopped in
Fratini's Grocery Store, 639
E. Trigg Ave. to buy an apple.
While in the store Kathy, ac-
companied by Sarah Waddell,
17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John N. Waddell, 575 E. Trigg
Ave., humped into one of the
BTW students, Kathy, on her
way out of the store stepped
on the wrw student foot and
cursed her. Once on the
outside of the store, the BTW
student asked Kathy, did she
know she stepped on her foot,
she cursed again and attempt-
ed to strike the BTW student
with a drink-bottle. The other
BTW student intervened, and
In her attempt to prevent Ka-
thy from striking her class-
mate with the bottle. Kathy
struck herself in the forehead
and on the chin.
Kathy was also accused of
pouring the soda in one of the
girl's hair which provoked the
incident.
Kathy was treated for lac-
erations to her forehead and
chin at Methodist hospital and
dismissed. The two BTW stu-
dents were released to their
parents after being held in
juvenile court overnight. The
trial for the girls had not
been set.
Skiers' Paradise: Snow
GRENOBLE, France—(UPI)
—More than 3,000 skiers en-
joyed a preview of the sea-
son in the French Alps, where
unusually cold weather
brought heavy snowfalls two
months ahead of the usual
time.
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romotion3 To Be Held
master General Sidney W.
Bishop, the national program
is designed to further streng-
then the Post Office Depart-
ment's merit promotion pro-
gram for its 585 000 employees,
including the 104,000 in mi-
nority groups.
The seminar planned for
Memphis will be held Sept.
16-18, and will draw supers
visors here from Birmingham,
Jackson. Nashville, Montgom-
ery, Little Rock, Knoxville,
Chattanooga and Mobile.
A major objective of the
seminars, Bishop explained, is
to provide training for local
promotional boards in the na-
Appeals Ark.
Gambler Case I
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — The
U.S. court of appeals took un-
der advisement arguments for
an appeal to the conviction of
West Memphis, Ark., Gambler
Andrew S. Bass.
Bass was convicted in 1962
of "inducing persons to travel
in interstate commerce in the
operation of a gambling enter-
prise" by a district court jury
at Jonesboro, Ark.
A sentence of three years in
prison and a $5,000 fine was
imposed.
40,0 ISM OMB 11)1
lion's largest post offices in
the latest personnel and man-
agement techniques to find
the best qualified people for
advancement, regardless of
race, creed or color.
A professional psychologist
will be among the training
personnel at each of the 12
seminars to assist in the in-
structions.
The three-day workshop
sessions will also deal with
such matters as how to make
the best use of existing pro-
motional machinery.
Bishop said the seminars
should be useful not only in
enabling local supervisory
personnel to make the best
selections, but in helping local
post offices to arrive at ob-
jective appraisals that are
'free of bias or favoritism.
Bishop said the seminars
will further implement Presi-
dent Kennedy's executive or-
der regarding equal promo-
tional opportunities in Feder-
al Service,
Woman Finds
Relief From ITCH
"Imearly.itebedrodeasb
714years.Thenifounda
New rcondercreme.Now
happy," Wriltl Mrs.
P. Ramsay of L.A. Calif
blessed relief from
eortares of veginel itch,
rectal itch, chafing, rash
and eczema with an amazing new scientifiefonnula called LANACANE.Thisfsetacting
medicated crew. liii, harmlul barteria pans
while it soothes raw, irritated and inflamedtissue. Stops scratch: rig—so mired. healing,
Don'is.g,,l List LANACAM at &was,.
CARNATION
COOKING HINTS
HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
_
Bunburgers— a tasty mixture of ground beef. Carna-
tion Evaporated Milk and seasonings topped with
cheese...broiled right on the bun! Perfect for summer-
time entertaining. The meat mixture can be put on the
buns before guests arrive and stored in the refrig-
erator until serving time. Thanks to Carnation they
stay juicy from mixing time until the last crumb has
been eaten! And there's no broiler pan to scrub!
BUNBUROIRS
(Makes 6 servings)
Va cup (small can)
undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
1 egg
1 1/2 pounds ground beef
1/1 cup fine cracker crumbs
hotpeens salt
MOSALIS
SCOTT
Vs teaspoon popper
1 teaspoon dry mustard
1/4 cup firmly chopped onion
cup finely chopped green peppee
4 ft, 6 slices process-typ•
American cheese
6 hamburger buns
Combine Carnation, ground beef, cracker crumbs, salt, pepper,
mustard, onion and green pepper. Mix gently but thoroughly.
Form into 12 thin patties (about i3 cup meat for each, patty).
Split hamburger bun* Place meat patty on each bin Wt,
covering bun completely. Place on broiler pan about 5 to T
inches from heat. Broil 5 to 7 minutes, or to taste. Top Wit
"burger" with 111001 cheese. Retyrn to broiler until cheese
melts. Serve at once.
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OFF TO COLLEGE
Off to college—armed with scholarship awards presented
by the Stitch-And-Chat Sewing club — are the above
three charming coeds. They are, left-right, Misses Carrie,
Bell Evans and Mary Francis Gordon, who will enter
_
Here's A Junior Astronaut With High Hopes
Patsy Ann Dixon, a fifth grader at District of Columbia's
Birney Elementary school, holds the Dennis the Menace School
Savings poster designed to promote the sale of U. S. Savings
Stamps. Poster features the Junior Astronaut Certificate, being
offered by the Treasury to student stamp buyers, which bears
the signatures of Secretary Douglas Dillon and the seven
original astronauts certifying that stamp buyers are supporting
the nation's space program. Daughter of Mrs. Louise Dixon,
Vice President, Birney School PTA, Patsy joins the ranks of such
veteran campaigners for Savings Stamps as Hank Ketcham,
creator of Dennis, who has been drawing promotion cartoons
for the Treasury since his WW II Navy discharge; and Jay
North, Dennis in the network TV series, who kicked off the
Junior Astronaut promotion program at Houston's big Savings
Stamp rally last Fall. Both Patsy and Dennis have high hopes
that millions of American youngsters will join them in America's
space program by purchasing Savings Bonds with completed
stamp albums. A Junior Astronaut herself, nine-year-old Palsy
hopes to be a nurse when she grows up, and is building finan-
cially toward that goal. She has bought one U. S. Savings
Bond with her stamp savings, and is now herd at work filling
soother album I
298 rEts&Es
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Memphis State university, and Ruby Mister who will enter
Rust college in Holly Springs, Miss. Presenting the awards
is Mrs. Julia Leonard, corresponding secretary of the club.
HUMBOLDT
NEWS
By MRS. JENNIE B. VANCE
SCHOOL DAYS
Stigall Elementary school en-
rolled nearly 600 students for
the first week, and the junior
and senior high school around
.425. And at this writing they
are still coming in.
Little ones, hesitant though
ttpectant, came in with eyes
wide open with curiosity, and
some with occasional tears that
.t:ton vanished after classes got
underway.
Principal Nunn is hopeful of
a successful year as the Hornets
,engage in a battle with the Polk
Clark team from Milan.
The Milan team is one of the
largest in this section and has
a good record. although it has
Inever beaten Stigall. Here's
lhoping that our game of the
year (to be played on Sept. 6)
tory dinner for the. new mem-
bers, whose homes were men-
tioned in last week's edition of
the paper. The dinner, given on
Labor Day afternoon, was held
on the lawn of Mr. and Mrs.
George Cooper.
ART AND GARDEN CLUB
The Gloxinia Art and Garden
club met in the home of Mrs.
Jewell Ridley. with devotion
jconducted by Mrs. Carolyn Gar-
rett. After the important bud:
ness session, a delicious menu
was served by the hostess.
The Yard-of-the-Month judg-
ing committee made Its report.
First place went to Bennie
Mance. second place to the Se-
mon Reid& and third to the
George Adams.
First place club honors went
to Mrs. 011ie Reid, second to
Mrs. Martha Lacey, and third
to Mrs. Louise Cooper.
The Aurthor Gentrys had as
will not prove an exception. The 'recent guests Mrs. Maggie Phil-
'Hornets are led by Coach Pop- lips of Cleveland. Ohio, Clem
ton. Each week we will give a 'Shelton and. Mrs. Tulloha
.report on the Stigall Hornets. iBlackwell. both of Memphis.
Following tradition, the ores- Also visiting was Mr. Gen-
ent members of the Stigall fac-!try's sister, Mrs. Bartellia Gen-
ulty gave a fellowship introduc- try McConnell.
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Rev. Barr Defends 'Right To
Discrimination' In Discussion
With Pastor Of Centenary Church
The pastor of First Unitarian
church, Rev. James M. Barr,
told an interracial audience
that "if we could have more
interracial meetings like this
we could have solved many
of our pressing problems.
This was his opening state-
ment at an open discussion
with Rev. James M. Lawson,
Jr., on the topic "Do We Have
A Right To Discriminate?"
The discussion was sponsor-
ed by Centennary Methodist
ChurCh's Commission on Social
Concerned which is headed by
Miss Addle, Golden.
Rev. Barr was recently crit-
ical of the local NAACP con-
cerning some methods employ-
ed in its civil rights fight. The
local NAACP replied to his
critical remarks which were
published in newspapers.
Rev. Lawson, pastor of Cen-
tenary, concurred with Rev.
lBarr's opening statement.
I GET MORE PAY — LEARN A TRADE!
START TRAINING NOW IN RADIO-TV REPAIR
AIR CONDITIONING — ELECTRONICS
Call or write for details
KEEGAN SCHOOL
(Now under new management)
544 BEALE JA6-8052
However, from that point on
they maintained opposite
views. Rev. Barr maintained
"we all discriminate in one
manner or other all of the
time." However, he said he
was opposed to forced racial
discrimination. He went on to
say that a citizen should have
a right to discriminate in both
his private life and business
but it should not be legislated
by law.
Rev. Lawson countered with
"with Mr. Barr argues on legal
basis. I am going to take this
issue of racial discriimnation
and place it on a moral basis.
He then quoted an old Eng-
lish Innkeepers' law which
said "first come, first served."
Rev. Lawson added: "I don't
think that a church has a right
to discriminate because then
it becomes a private club."
Moderating the discussion
was Rev. Lawrence Haygood,
Presbyterian church.
Lost: A $1,000 Bil!
And A Family's Dream
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — their way to buying a home.The ad in the lost and found So he cashed the VA check forsection of the Washington Dai-
a clean, crisp $1,000 bill.ly News said: "$1,000 bill —
Then Pitts lost the bill onlost between "S" and Euclid
Streets." the way home.
Ten years of planning which "I feel real bad," he said.
now have an unhappy ending But he added: "I had a toughlie behind the ad's attempt to time during the war. If I lived
recover the lost money.
David Pitts and his wife had
long wanted to buy a home of
their own. They have a 13-
year-old daughter. Pitts, a
World War II veteran who re-
ceived the purple heart and
other decorations, is a con-
struction worker in the capital
and doesn't make too much
mony.rei
c.1 el .4 mranf in the Vet-
eran's Administration for a
loan to use as a down payment
on a house. He received a
check for $1,000.
Elated over the loan, ha
wanted to demonstrate to his
wife how they were finally on
John Gronouski
New P.O. Head
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Wisconsin Tax Commissioner
Jahn S. Gronouski was named
to be postmaster general in
the Kennedy cabinet.
Gronouski, a 43-year-old
Democrat, will succeed J. Ed-
ward Day, whose resignation
took effect a month ago.
President Kennedy's choice
of Gronouski was announced
by the White House, which
said, that as far as it knew,
Gronouski is the first person
of Polish ancestry to be nam-
ed to the cabinet.
Fat Uses Rises
All that talk on fat in the
diet has not lessened the fat
intake of Americans.
The U. S. Department of
Agriculture reports that dur-
ing the first half of the
marketing y ear Americans
used a record 4.7 billion
pounds of fats and oils.
The increased population
accounts for part of the in-
crease today, but per capita
consumption also is up slight-
ly, said USDA.
The biggest increase came
in salad and cooking oils and
shortening.
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through that, I won't die now." skill or available
Coordinate Home
Improvement Jobs
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
If like the average home-
owner, you have one or
more home improvement
projects in mind, look be-
fore you leap.
Americans spend more than
$5 million each year on home
improvements ranging from
one-room paint jobs in the
do-it-yourself class to major
home remodeling and expan-
sion.
Unfortunately, a good part
of home improvement spend-
ing can be wasted through
impatience of sheer thought-
lessness. Proper and careful
planning can save money on
any home improvement pro-
gram, particularly over the
long-term.
The idea. according to Pete
Peterson, housing expert at
Allied Chemical's Barrett Di-
vision, is to attack the }venue
improvement problem as art
Integrated project, rather than
on an individual job basis. This
kind of planning can save you
from such errors as having to
dig up a new patio because
you later decide to replace
worn out plumbing.
A good idea, Peterson says,
Getting competent profes-
sional advice for any major
project — from architect, con-
tractor or building supplies
dealer — is of utmost impor-
tance. Peterson stressed. He
advises discussing not only the
job at hand but future plans.
"What may seem like a good
sequence of repairs of altera-
tions to the average home
owner can take on an entirely
different aspect when seen
through the more experienced
eyes of a professional."
Among projects which Pe-
terson offers as ideas to get
you started on your own list
are: 
Insulation. ventiliating or
air conditioning. electronic aii
cleansing. Inertidifying, dehu-
midifying, weatherstripping
doors and windows, modern
combination screen-storm win-
dows, new roofing.
Modernizing plumbing, elecd,
tric wiring. Remodeling kitch..;
ens, baths, adding additional
baths.
Installing acoustical tile'
ceilings, adding built-in stor-,
age and furniture. Finishing
off attic, basement or garage,
space to obtain needed living
is to make a list of all possible area. Expanding house through
improvements — even those addition.
that may be years in the fu-1 General maintenance and,tore. List everything on paper, painting.
including both indoor and out-
side projects. The list should
cover two categories — jobs
the homeowner himself can do
and those that are beyond his
time.
Updating outdoor living
area with patios, barbecue
area, swimming pool, recrea-
tion area. Consider screened•
in outdoor area, private fenc-
ing. Refurbish driveway.
Ale Editorial Hits
Wallace's Monkeyshines
. MONTGOMERY, Ala. — (UPI) — The Montgom-
ery Advertiser — Gov. George Wallace's chief sup-
porter during the gubernatorial campaign — said his
actions in the integration crisis last week made him
look like a "monkey."
In an editorial, titled "Two
Weeks from Now," the morn-
ing newspaper said:
"A week of folly in Ala-
bama has ended. Monday will
see the state troopers again
protecting motorists and the
Negroes back in white schools.
"No other result was ever
in prospect.
"It is very hard, be certain,
for the Advertiser to say it,
but the fact is that Gov. Wal-
lace made a monkey of him-
self.
"Neverthelem, it is easy to
eraggerate the consequences of
this fit to the state and to
Wallace. The end of nothing,
except segregation, has occur-
red.
As for the state, the reality
probably is that the coun-
try's opinion of Alabama
hasn't in fact been altered
substantially.
"A large element of the
American population is as ig-
norant of Alabama as of the
exhibits in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. It was a
stereotyped vision of Ala-
bama and one incident won't
alter that a great deal.
"To what extent Wallace
has diminished the esteem of
Alabamians for him, war will
not try to estimate. But hero
again the Advertiser submits
GOV. GEORGE C. WALLACE
sed Cars
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that his exultant detractors
might restrain their appetites
for a time.
"Mark this. Wallace has
the right enemies—the Bros.
Kennedy, the peacock Wayne
Morsee, Senator Javits, Time
magazine and other such pals
of the South.
"Wallace made a sap of him-
self last week and a lot of
Alabamians a r e variously
resentful or frightened of him,
but by next week Alabam-
ians will again be sore with
his enemies.
"Wallace did much for the
Bros. Kennedy last week. But
they can be depended upon to
do much for him next week.
"However, grotesque, and
perhaps vicious Wallace's fire
bug orgy was last week, in
days to come—as the anti-
South crusade clatters on—
the afterglow will be that of
a cock who kept hie. gaffs
flashing to and past the end.
"What Wallace did he did
for what the Advertiser con-
siders poor and discreditabl
motives, but it cannot be
guaranteed that the mass of
Alabamians will agree with
that two weeks from now
when Birmingham heaves
again and the White House
adventurers resume debase-
ment before their Harlem
clients."
•
"FREEDOMWAYS"
A quarterly review of THE
NEGRO FREEDOM MOVE-
MENT. Published quarterly.
$3.50 per year.
Single copies, $1.00
Tom Jackson
Dept. F
32 SWEET AVENUE
Birmingham, Ala. 35217
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CONTENDERS GET READY
Father Bertrand and Doug-
lass pulled the curtain on the
Prep League season last week
with victories over Lester and
Hamilton respectively. With
only two league contests sche-
duled, the remainder of the
circuit members. including
*
Carver and Washington the
leading contenders, were get-
ting their final tests before
engaging in league competition
this week in a pair of impor-
tant season openers.
BOLTS STUN LION. 12-0
.A forward wall with gaps
apparently plugged after the
graduation of tackles Benny
Green and all-Memphis Lou
Hines, Bertrand threw up a
Stout defense to hand Lester
a 12-0 defeat to reverse last
Year's opening loss to the
Lions.
The Thunderbolts, aggres-
sive and fired-up, kept the
pressure on the punchless
Lions with five scoring op-
portunities presenting them-
selves 25-yards from paydirt.
Bertrand took advantage of
two of these chances when
quarterback William Elmore
ikuncorked two scoring passes
Illrof 24 and 21 yards. The first
score was demoralizing to Les-
ter after having held the
Thunderbolts scoreless in the
first quarter.
In the second period a Lester
defender deflected an Elmore
pass and it floated in the wait•
ing arms of end Van Lucas
who ran the remaining nine
yards across the goal line to
put the Catholics out front 6-0.
Lester suffered another bad
break later in the same period
when a defensive halfback
elected to try for an intercep-
tion by cutting in front of the
receiver. It backfired when
Ames Hall caught the ball be-
ltMd the defender.
DOUGLASS SURPRISES. 24-0
. Before Douglass took on
Hamilton last Friday night at
Melrose Stadium one thing
Wes almost certain, a success-
•
ful Prep League debut for one
of the teams' new head coach-
es. mmitt Simon Jr., an as-
sistant a year ago at Manassas,
emreged with the plaudits as
his underdog Douglass team
held Hamilton's offense well in
check enroute to a 24-0 con-
quest. Douglass had defeated
Lincoln of Forrest City, Ark-
ansas 31-21 in its opening non-
league game the night after
the Jamboree.
It was because of the poor
showing of Douglass in the
annual Jamboree that Jesse
Joseph's Wildcats ruled as
slight favorites.
Hamilton, holed in its own
territory until late in the game,
managed to stave off a spas-
modic Douglass offense until
the Red Devils trapped a Wild-
cat ball carrier in the end zone
for a safety in the second quar-
ter.
Aided by a roughness pen-
alty, Douglass scored its first
touchdown moments later. Con-
verted to fullback, Percy Jones
knifed over from the one yard
stripe with 49-seconds left in
the first half. Walter Winfrey
passed to end Bob Lee for the
point.
Halfback Sidney Brown side-
stepped his way for 25-yards
to complete a 45-yard scoring
play on a pass from Winfrey.
Jones rushed for the conver-
sion.
Jones. who led the league
last season with three run-
backs of intersepted passes
for touchdowns, added the
final score in scampering 45-
yards in the fourth quarter
with a pilfered aerial. Ronald
Hooks, who threw the errant
pass, was straight armed by
Jones to go the distance.
END ZONE FLOORED
In four out-of-towns games
involving Memphis Prep
League teams the Bluff City
vidders flooded the end zones
with 22 six pointers. Melrose,
Carver and Washington post-
ed lopsided wins while Ma-
names was a two point victim.
Melrose trounced Burt of
Clarksville, Tennessee 32-0 last
Friday night. The Golden
Wildcats scored only one vic-
tory in 1982 and it also came
against B u r t. Touchdowns
were scored by Jimmy Ward,
Melvin Williams, James Wal-
lace, Eugene Moton and Joe
Kelley. Two extra points were
booted by Hank Bridgeforth.
, Manassas, Melrose's Wednes-
day night opponent, suffer-
ed .the only loss to a non.
league squad when Merry of
Jackson, Tennessee edged the
Tigers 27-25.
Washington beat a usually
tough Carver eleven of Tupelo,
Mississippi 39-0 with punch to
spare last Saturday night. Still
another Carver is standing by
waiting to inject deadly venom
in the Warriors' scalp. The
Carver Cobras tangle with
Washington Friday night in
what is billed as the opening
game that could decide the
Prep League title.
Against Tupelo the Wash-
ington machine was hitting or,
all of its pistons. Oscar Reed
arid Eddie Richards cashed in
with a pair of touchdowns each
with Ronald Ester and Willie
Slaughter scoring one a piece.
Richards split the uprights
with three place kicks. Ester
passed for three of the War-
riors scores
Carver avenged defeat hand-
ed them by Forrest City last
year by bombing the Arkan-
sas gridders 43-7 under a
strong passing barrage.
Bob Jones threaded the
needle with his passes as he
fired five TD strikes. John
Jackson caught two as he scor-
ed three times. Brady Epps,
Raymond Jones and Bob Clark
were also recipients of scoring
tosses. John Wiley accounted
for the other seven points.
When Carver meet Washing-
ton tonight (Friday) an ex-
pected overflow crowd could
witness one of the finest bat-
tles in Prep League histOry.
In other games this week
Lester goes against Hamilton
Thursday night and Douglass
plays host to Cameron Of
Nashville, Tennessee Saturday
night. All games again will be
played in Melrose Stadium.
NEW MILK USE
Nylon curtains will retain
body if powdered milk is used
in the last rinse water.
COAST GUARD USES NEW SYSTEM
Coast Guard 1.TJC Andrew 1.. 1401,1:MAN of South Boston,
%a. discusses with Deiacey Cu,. of Washington. D. C.,
the new system to be used in selecting Cadets for the
United States Coast Guard Academy. The Academy Offers
a 4 years course leading to a bachelor of science degree
and a commission in the United Mates COASi Guard. Ap-
pointments to the Coast Guard Academy are made on a
purely competitive basis. For the first time, the Coest
Guard will utilize college board tests as part of the com-
petition. Additional information may be obtanied by
writing to the Commandant. U.S. Coast Guard. Washing-
ton 25, D. C.
Age Old Game With Pigskin
' Draws Millions To Stadiums
By EDGAR T. STEWART
The great game that began
Jts Africa and then spread
over the world in various
!forms and is known to us as
football is here again. It is
isaid that years before Jesus
!was horn, little African boys
' had a game they played with
'the inflated bladders of va-
rious animals.
Adults in Egypt soon adopt-
ed the game and improved
it. Later the Greeks took it
and made more improve-
ments. In time it reached
Rome where it became very
rough. In fact it was surpas-
sed only by a real battle
between two armies.
The Romans conquered
Britian and carried the game
there. The Pilgrim fathers
brought it to America where
•
it ha, t estcheti its highest
point.
Football got its name from
I the fact that it was played
on foot as distinguished from
othei games of its type which
were played on horseback.
'GAMES IN AREA
Tri-State Negro colleges still
Stone Johnson Former
Ace Olympic Sprinter
WICHITA, Kan. — (UPI) — Rookie Kansas
City Chiefs' back Stone Johnson, a one-time Olympic
sprinter, is dead following a broken neck suffered in
an exhibition pro football game here against the
Houston Oilers more than a week ago.
T h e 23-year-old former
Grambling College athlete,
whose home is in Dallas, Tex.,
suffered a fractured fifth eel.,
vice,. vertebra when he threw
a block on a kickoff early in
the Oiler game.
He had been lying motiontest
.in a hospital here since that
'time. Doctors said then that
it would take up to 10 days to
: determine the extent of the
!paralytis.
His parents, Mr. and Hrs.
Jesse Johnson of Dallas, have
been at his bedside.
Johnson, who once before had
cheated an apparent lifetime
crippling football injury while
in high school, was one of the
most promising rookies cn the
defending American Voot ball
League Champion's roster.
Ills tremendous speed had
earned him an almost-sure
berth on the squad which is
favored to repeat as the AFL
titliestsH suffered a severe back in.
Jury as a youth in high school
and was told he would never
Play again. But, by a determ-
-
playing football in Tennessee
are Fisk, Tennessee Agit State,
Knoxville and Lane. In Mis-
(fled conditioning program
Johnson not only walked again
but became a tremendous foot-
ball player and sprinter in
track.
He said that he was faster
after the injury than be was
before.
'The Holy City'
A Pageant To Be
Presented Sept.17
A pageant, "The Holy City"
is scheduled to be presented
at Mt. Pisgah CME church,
2490 Park ave., Tuesday, Sept.
17 at 8 p. m. It is being spon-
sored by Mrs. May Norris.
Producing the pageant will
be Mrs. Selma 0 Ragsdale
and the chorus of Emmanuel
Baptist church. Between 25
and 30 persons will be in, the
caste.
The public is invited to at-
tend the pageant.
JOHNSON 8AULIMISItItt
SemisPro
Elects
Officers
For the sixth consecutive
term Johnson Saulsberry was
re-elected president of the
Memphis Semi Pro Baseball
League during a meeting held
Sept. 3 at the Abe Scharff
Branch YMCA. He was first
elected in 1957, when there
were only 15 teams in the
league. By this season there
were H.
Other officers reelected
were: Herman Prude, vice
president; Harold Walker. sec-
retary; Z. P. Pittmen, finan-
cial secretary; Arnett Hirsch,
treasurer:
Elected for the first time
were: Leonard Draper, repor-
ter; John Robinson, sergeant-
at-arms; J. D. Williams,
I
 B
 Ey 
GIN
sissippi there are Jackson "the world agrees on'OILBEY11, please'!"State, last year's national '
champions; Alcorn, Mississip-
pi Vocational, Mississippi In-
dustrial and Rust. Arkansas
has AM&N at Pine Bluff and
Philander Smith.
John Ronza's
CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
1159 CENTRAL AT COOPER IR 4.7173
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
I I:(, 
"STOP UND SHOP AT cl.NTRAL"
dry,
sriocth,
flavorful
satinet Mon Osi In 90 Pool 100x Om litut,s1 spots &I Cr!tny. lid Ward. Ohl•
3 Big Days
of Bargains
You can't miss
Sept. 1243-14
Open Nightly
Til 10:00
BARGAINS! BARGAINS! BARGAINS!
No Down Payments--First Note Due
OCTOBER
Visit Our
Used CAR CITY
and let our courteous Salesmen, give you the facts about our Rock Bottom prices On Good Cars
Convertibles, Sting Ray, Corvair, Chevy II, Belair, Wagons, Impala, Used Trucks & Etc.
see
THE MIO SOUTH'S MOST BEAUTIFUL
USED CAR SALES AREA ...1NE LARGEST
SELECTION OF USED CARS.
TRADER HOEHN USED CAR CITY
"The !mast Chemist dialer ill
isephis & Illdsoath."
THE COUNT DOWN IS HERE, COME OUT & SHOP TODAY
MORE THAN 300
(Count 'em) In Stock at all times!
*TRAM BOON ISO CAR CITY*
UNION .A.T
TRAM tioavi
.. 100% wornaltselabindelt
• kw *400 Ilhameele
• 01%-year erten0e/ parlierrasty ea ell oars
• 12 free lubrication all can
TRADER HOEHN USED CAR CITY
"The largest Chevrolet halo in
Memphis & Midsouth."
• •
Pate U DEFENDER SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1%3
TRi
BOX
MEE :
COE
with members of the Memphis
Park Commission last Thurs-
day and requested that a com-
munity center be built in the
area.
The trio included Alonzo
SPONSOR MOONLIGHT CRUISE
Sponsor Moonlight Cruise . . . The FETW
Licensed Practical Nurses Alumni group is
sponsoring a moonlight cruise down the
Mississippi River on Thursday. September
12, aboard The Memphis Queen. Good
music and the crowning of the 1963 Queen
of the Licensed Pratleal Nurses will be
features of the cruise, in addition to the
crowning of the king and queen of the
Student Practical Nurses. Among the
sponsors of the cruise are (left to right/
Mrs. Mattie Pender, Mrs. Opal Lawrence
f.rorn John Gaston Hospital; Mrs. Evelyn
Linter of the West Tennessee Hospital and
Mrs. Katherine Crump from the E. H.
Crump Memorial Hospital.
Norrisview - - Elliston Hgts.
Request Community Center
Three persons representing us which will include an au-
the Norrisview and the Ellis. ditorium, craft and game
rooms, and other facilities."ton Heights Civic clubs metpi
He estimated that the area
has about 7,000 children in it.
Johnson said that the Elliston
Heights Civic club, of which
Garfield Campbell is presi-
dent, has been trying to get
the Park Commission to es-
Johnson, president of the Nor tablish recreational facilities
risview Civic Club; Charles in its area for 10 years with-
Champion the club's publicity out success, and that he has
director, and John Bolden, been trying for the past four
vice president of the Elliston years. Now they have corn-
Heights Civic club. bined forces in the matter.
."The nearest recreational The Park Commission has
facilities for this area," John- taken the request "under ad-
son said, "are in Lincoln visement," and will make a
Rack. We want he Park Corn- report at the November meet-
dission to build a center for ing.
LOOK: LOOK! LOOK:
SCHOOL BARGAINS BY
THE
DOZENS AND CHEAP AS DIRT
10 Cent Note Book Paper 
 
 75 a Doz.
25 Cent Note Book Paper 1.75 a Doz.
49 Cent Note Book Paper . 3.45 a Doz.
You Can Buy Doz. This Size
PRIMARY SUPPLIES
o Cent, First Grade Tablets 
  
.75 a Doz.
10 Cent, Second Grade Tablets .75 a Doz.
25 Cent, First Grade Tablets 1.75 a Doz.
25 Cent, Second Grade Tablets 1.75 a Doz.
Composition Books & Typing Paper
25 Cent, Compos. Books 
 7.75 a Doz.
10 Cent, Compos. Books  ..75 a Doz.
10 Cent, Typing Paper Pkg  
 .75 a Doz.
10 Cent, Index Cards (10c Size) ,75 a Doz.
PENCILS $2,25 A GROSS
144 PENCILS
A $3.60 VALUE
STOP SENDING THAT CHILD TO A
STORE EVERYDAY AND SAVE
EVENSKY STORE 2572 Carnes Ave.
458 - 5502
 1
1Tougaloo Starts
Classes Sept. 16
Tougaloo Southern Christian
college will began its 95th ses-
sion Monday, Sept. 9. Accord-
ing to Registrar H. E. Dockins,
two hundred new students are
expected to arrive on the cam-
pus beginning Sunday noon,
September 8. The orientation
program and registration for
new students will be held Mon-
day through Sunday, Septem-
ber 9-15.
Upperclassmen are expected
to arrive on Thursday, Sept.
12, and register Friday and
Saturday, Sept. 13-14. Classes
will begin on Monday, Sept.
16.
The first faculty and staff
conference is schedu1ed for
Saturday, Sept. 7.
Accepts Job
With NBC's
, News Dept.Ken
Jones, 25, has been named
editorial assistant to producer
Don Roberts of the Huntley.
Brinkley Report and Ed
Conklin, manager, NBC News
operations. Announcement was
made by John Thompson,
'Western Division Manager for
NBC.
Jones is a native of Los
Angeles where he attended
Fremont High School. He also
studied at Los Angeles City
College, Harbor College and
Los Angeles State College.
His major was journalism
Broadcasting, police adminis-
tration and political science
were included in the courses
taken in college.
Before coming to NBC
Jones was program co-ordina-
tor for KIIX-TV (UHF) Chan-
nel 22 in Los Angeles: news
director for KDAY Radio, Los
Angeles; announcer for KGFJ
radio Los Angeles; Radio-TV
department, Los An
Examiner; announcer dispatch-
er Los Angeles police de-
partment.
KEN JONES, JR.
1•••••••••••••••••••
,ii •
-• 2883 POPLAR .•
_
• Band New 1963 Fords, .
•• $88 DOWN• ••
.
:
• 
'59 Buick Le Sabre $1095
• '60 
C eqonvertible. Fully uIpp, ,.. Like n.
I
$1395Buick Le Sabre 
'62 Fairlane '500' Sedan. ..  $1595 II
• Fuuy ,•qu,ppm. Likei new
•
'58 TDird 2-Dr. Hardtop .... $1495 li
Fully eluinne(1.
• '57 Cadillac 4-Dr. Hardtop_. . $1295 •
•
Full power, Like urn'.
'60 Ford Galaxie $1 59S
ill.
NI Full power. Factory mr. IA, n,w. 
•
.'60 Falcon Sedan 
- Fully equipped. Nice.
II '59 Chevrolet Sedan 
 95 :
YullY equipped. Nice. 
8$9 9
n 159 Mercury Park Lane 
 $995 •
• 4-D05r H.T. Fully equipped Full power. A , ,,,tid. 
•il '59 Ford Galaxle Sedan .... $1095 selo
• 
Fully equipped. Red end White. L:ke nes.
•
• $25 DOWN •U ,s. Ronsblor Sedan '97 Plyrn. 2-dr, Hardtop le
Il 'it Ch•v. Sod.'
•
'Se Ford Sodas
• 
'SS Rued S '52 Falcon Soda,te. Wqff. 
111'41 Falcon Sta. Wqn. 'Si Buick Cenvertikag
• 
 
•
• 15 Repos. All Makes and Models •
• TAKE UP BALANCE •
• 
 IN
• 
•
• HULL-DOBBS EAST •_
LOW NOTES OF $54.30
Showroom Fresh Uscd Cars
"Where You Pay The Least" 1
III Our Finance Office Open p.m. •
FA 3-7634
111111111111111111111111111111111110•111111113
SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK
C. J. UPTON
Ps PRESIDENT' BERNARD RALEY
i
1 ADMISSION
25c
1
GEN. MANAGER
Nip
OUINIELAS
DAILY DOUBLE 
EVERY RACE
st & 2nd RACE
ACRES
OF FREE
PARKING
POST TIME 8:00 P. M.
MATINEE
EVERY SAT.
I-30 P.M.
RACING THRU
 OCT. 15 
SORRY 4(5".Ne...0
MINORS 
.
NIGHTLY EXCEPT
SUNDAY
5 MIN. FlIl1Cor":"..
DOWNTOWN/
MEMPI-41$,'
INTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS ARKANSAS
MUSIC TEACHERS TUNE UP
Music teachers tune up-before going back to classrooms,
some 45 Junior and senior high school music teachers at-
tended a five-day workshop at Booker T. Washington High
school designed to get both vocal and instrumental teach-
ers "in tune" for the coming season. Shown above with
the teachers is Mrs. Fred Mel, member of the directing
staff of the Memphis Opera Theatre and director of music
for Highland Heights Methodist church. The group also
heard Miss Dorothy Smith, a representative of "Key-
board Jr. Magazine." Conducting the workshop was Miss
Lala Stephens. supervisor of music for Memphis City
Schools. The chairman of the group was Mrs. Rosetta
Peterson, shown bottom, extreme left, music teacher at
Porter Junior High school. (Withers Photo).
Exhibit Of Army Achievements To Be Displayed At The Fair
An exhibit highlighting U.S.
Army achievements in science
and power for peace will be
displayed in Memphis, Sept.
20-28, during the Mid-South
Fair.
Called PARADE OF PROG-
RESS, the exhibit features
many pieces of actual combat
and support equipment.
The hardware is backed up
by viewer - operated anim a-
tions, cutaways, three - di-:
mensional scenes and photo-
graphs of Army advancements
in its many technological
fields.
PARADE OF PROGRESS
was produced by the Office,
Chief of Information, De-
partment of the Army, and
is currently touring the nation.
The exhibit will display
from the infantryman's
spanking-new rifle to super-
sophisticated equipment of
the Nuclear Age.
On hand for close-up in-
spection will be the 90-mil-
limeter recoilless rifle, one of
the service's newest antitank
weapons. Weighing in at 35
pounds, the lightweight rifle
throws a "Samson punch
able to knock out the heaviest automatic arms.
•
armor known.
Other bantamweight-but-
power-packed weapons to be
seen are the M-14 rifle and
M-60 machinegun, both cham-
bered to fire the 7.62 NATO
round. Between them, the two.
weapons replace a half-dozen
heavier, slower-firing, less
versatile automatic and semi-
Classified
 AdS • • •
Apts. For Rent Furn. For Sale
FURNISHED BOUM WITH H A I.F-
bath-w•ter lights furnished phiine
Bit 5-7124.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS
2 Igo. unfurn. rms. for rent
WH 2-3937, call after 5 p.m.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
2 Ise. unfurnished rooms for rent.
WH 2.3937. call after 5 p.m.
PRINTING SHOP YOB RENT
Fully Equipped Cylinder Prase: Two
(2) Job P 
 Call FA 7-5148 for
A good deal.
Autos For Sale
Spinet Piano for Julie. Well sell In this
vicinity. A beautiful Spinet Piano. Full
88 note. walnut finish. U0Paid Iwi-
once. 923.00 Per month. Must have
good reference. If interested write to
Fri-State Defender Credit Manager.
Poet Office Box 311, Metnpribl, Tenn.
FOR SALE
1953 Pontiac station wagon. In good
running condition, Price $100.00. Tri-
State Defender JACkaan 4-8397.
1954 Chev., 210 powered*. extra
Own. 11395.00 cash, after 5:30 p.m.,
please call - GL 2-3273.
CADILLACS - 55 hard top converti-
bles. power, air conditioned. Call IA 7.
8511. $495 each or terms.
1954 Chevrolet 210 powerglide. extra
clean $350 cash or terms. Call after
5:30 p.m. GI 2-3273
52 Dodge, four new tires radio, good
bargain. Call 527-47111 or 52134835
1956-  Chow. Betake 4 Or. KT... Blue,
V-8. Automatic, Radio, Heater, W.SW.
Tires. Sharp 9595.00 or $33.,0 per
Month. Banking Financing.
O. P. DONALD MOTOR CO.
428 Union Avenue
Phone 525-0328
1951.1 Plymouth Station Wagon CU100111
built radio, and heater. V8 motor,
automatic transmission. See at 2028
Waverly. Call otter 8 p.m. BR 8-4327
1959 Cheat. Impsla 4 jr., black Is
white. V-8, S. Drive, R. H., W.W.T.,
Bank Financing, $995.00 or 1113.08
per month.
0. P. DONALD MOTOR CO,
428 Union Avenue
Phone 525-0328
Watch Our Ads
Il11154IE PARI'S' WHET) LIKE :to
purchase a home bar is fair eundl
thin. Call JAckana 8E4397,
ONE BOOK CASE, BED, COMPLETE
mattress and spring one dresser,
2 cheat of drawers. one weal-nog ma-
chine. One dinette set, one sewing
machine. CALL BR 6,2370. 2152
Piedmont St.
For Sale Misc.
Prise winners •nd winning 1111001 11111 to,
TOM JACKSON'S let Bible Quit
ANS.: The term "LORD'S DAY"
occurs in the New TESTAMENT once.
(REV. 1:101. In other New Test•-
ment tests we are told that the day
of which Jeans le Lord, Is the Sab-
bath day. "The 8011 of Man Is Lord
even of the Sebbath Day," Matt. 12:8.
Mark 2:28.
PRIZE WINNERS
1 Mrs. Mildred Clark 95.00
Memphis, Tenn,
2. tfrn Magnolia Russell 94.00
Millington, Tenn.
3. F.ligabeth Slayton $tile
Notasulga. Ala.
4. Mrs. Henry Bond $2.00
Memphis, Tenn.
5 Mitchell Burnette $1.50
DosSer.
Entritie Sr. now being accepted for
TOM JACKSON'S aecond BIBLE QUIZ.
5c bring, complete details.
TOM JACKSON
$2 SWISET AVENUE
BIRMINGHAM 7, ALA.
ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highwsy 64 nr, fellendele can he
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
Gibbs. Jr.
MOTORCYCLE
prive, p.m, would like to purchase
* Ducati Motorcycle. t'eli 275 3972
For Sale Misc. I Help Wanted
PACKARD SHIRTS - TAILOR MADE
No six. too large or too small
ales
Mason. Orthoreut. ,and Chas. Chester
Shoe Representative
Call WH 2-4513 BrUce N. Boyd, Sr.
Vacuum Cleaners. Special priced from
917.50 up. New and used. Call
272-1361 - 274.8063 for free home
demonetration
DISTRIBUTORSHIP - - French-lyre
Imported Essence Cosmetics. Capable
ladlea. gentlemen. Sales Training pro-
gram $7.95 on ,LP record for appoint-
ing agent:4. etc. Your minimum loves-
tory investment saleable 9-bottle per-
fume set $3.00. Enclose brief resume.
recent photo for dletributorshlp con
sideration. Marvin Chandler, 8-H Gorn.
per. East St. Louis, Illinois.
Help Wanted
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis•
ing in the Memphis maiket.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
LAUNDRY MAT
For Sale. Vicinity of Parkway and
McMillan. Profitable businesa. 3 double
load washer. new. For further infor-
mation call 948-9820.
For Sale Misc.
Sewing MI Chi nes. Special Singers for
•5 Mw as $19.95. Lots of other
makee and models to chooae from.
Cali 272-1381 -'2747-8983
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL 14 644.50
CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
- • -
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS POR•
ter or restaurant worker.
WH 6.0887
WAN7'ED
MAN WITH CAR OR STATION
WAGON
MCAT RE A (10-GE,'TTER
To denver and sell papers weekly
Salary plus commission
New Tri-State Publishing Company
236 South Wellington Street
NIt•E HOME FOR RENT
3 LARGE ROOMS • HALF BATH.
retired or eettled couple. Near pupe•
lee hue One. Stove FURNISHED.
BE 2-3237
EXPERIENCED MAID, NURSE,
Ironer. City references. 3 day. a
week. JA 7-9043.
WOMAN likS1R1111 Joie .45 MAW UR
baby-sitter fine days a week. Call:
(11. 5-4551
WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL WORK.
CALL.
452-1831
Houses For Sale
nom: OWNERS AND PRO8PEcli.:.
For that house you want to sell or
Sup.
Call
Peace Realty Company
875 Rayner
948.8890 - 3987956
Agent: Lillie Kate Lewis
Seattle, Washington
Elegent English Brick home. Top
soned, prestige district. Four bed.
rooms. Full tiled basement Panoramic
view. Two fireplaces. double plumb-
ing. Lame beautifully landscaped lot,
Lovely condition. Unusual view-nerves.
lion room, welled in glass, with pri-
vate entrance Idea/ for entertaining
or subtile budneas use. Could accom-
moderate smell group or two families -
Lease $200, sell on aseumption.
EAst 34262
86.000 handles
Lenore Hartley
1154 19th Ave. East. Phon•
Special Services
Piano Tuned. Have your piano tuned
like new, Call BR 2.7644 for et !vice.
Only 31000.
MEN LEARN A TRADE
Shoe Repair courses illuetrated stip
by step. Self study lessons. Study I
poor epare time in your home Own
your Own business or work for ahem
Complete cotirse 920,00. Poet paid.
Write to: Marvin Chandler, Apt. 8-H,
Gamper, Homes, East St. L01111, Ill,
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 175 BEAL STRUT IA 6-5300
MADAM BELL
(English 1,ady)
YOU KNOW SIIE IS NOT
A GYPSY •
This is her new office at the Missis-
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she Is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you ih bad health: Are you dIscouragetlf
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would road an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a suecess. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come nee MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 SOuth, just over Minsts-
qippl State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she noted to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Ile sure to look for the RED BRICK
DOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus miiked WhIlehaven Slate line..
and get off at Slate Line and walk 2 blocks and seri.
never had an office in West Memphis.)
11ADAM BEM'S HAND SIGN.
•
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